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PREFACE 
The theory of variational inequalities developed by the Italia and French schools 
in the early sixties and thereafter, has constituted a significant extension of the variational 
principles. This theory has now become a powerful and effective tool in studying a wide 
class of problems arising in a various branches of mathematical and engineering sciences. 
In the last four decades this theory has enjoyed vigorous growths and has attracted the 
attention of large number of Mathematicians, Engineers, Economists and Physicists. 
The development of the variational inequality theory can be viewed as the 
simultaneous pursuits of two different lines of research during last three decades; on the 
one hand, it reveals the fiandamentals facts on the qualitative behavior of solutions 
(regarding existence, uniqueness and regularities) to important classes of non linear 
boundary value problems; on the other hand, it also provides a means for developing high 
efficient new approximation and numerical methods to solve, for example, moving 
boundary problems. Now a vast literatiare is available on the variational inequality theory 
but the qualitative behavior of the solutions and numerical approximation of variational 
inequalities in terms of nonlinear operators is still an unexplored field. 
The main objective of this work is to study the convergence analysis iterative 
algorithms obtained by using different numerical techniques, for various classes of non 
linear variational inequalities. This dissertation contains five Chapters. 
In Chapter I, we give a brief history of theory of variational inequalities and some 
important classes of variational inequalities. Further we also review the basic concepts 
and results which are needed in the subsequent chapters. 
In Chapter II, we study the convergence analysis of iterative algorithms of solving 
variational inequalities in the Hilbert space, using various methods, in particular, and 
projection-proximal method. An inexact implicit method. 
In Chapter III, using vector variational, in particular, strong vector and variational 
like inequalities problems, we study the convergence analysis of iterative algorithms of 
certain classes of variational inequalities in Banach spaces. 
In Chapter IV, we study the existence theory of various classes of variational 
inequalities. In particular, generalized nonlinear implicit quasi variational, mixed quasi 
variational and mixed implicit quasi variational inequalities in Hilbert space. 
In chapter V, we study the existence theory of quasi variational inequalities in 
Banach space. Further, using GQVI and duality, self adaptive methods and their 
convergence analysis is discussed. 
In the end a comprehensive list of references is given. 
CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, we shall give a brief history of the theory of variational in-
equalities and give some important classes of variational inequalities and variational 
inclusions. Further, we shall also review the concepts and results of functional analy-
sis, which are needed for the presentation of the subsequent chapters. In Section 1.2, 
we shall give a brief history of theory of variational inequalities with some impor-
tant classes of variational inequalities and variational inclusions. In Section 1.3 and 
Section 1.4, we shall review the concepts and results in Hilbert spaces and Banach 
space, respectively, which are needed for the presentation of the subsequent chapters. 
1.2. A BRIEF HISTORY OF VARIATIONAL INEQUAL-
ITIES 
The theory of variational inequalities was initiated by Stampacchia [140] and 
Fichera [46], separately, in the early sixties during the investigations of problems 
of mechanical potential theory. This theory became a powerful and effective tool 
in studying a wide class of problems arising in various branches of mathematical 
and engineering sciences. In the last four decades this theory has enjoyed vigor-
ous growth and has attracted the attention of large number of mathematicians, 
engineers, economists and physicists. The first general theorem for existence and 
uniqueness of the solution was established by French mathematicians J. L. Lions and 
G. Stampacchia [77] in 1967. Since then this theory has been extended in various 
directions. 
In 1973, A. Benssousan [12] introduced a new class of variational inequalities 
known as quasi-variational inequalities arising in the study of impulse control theory. 
Quasi-variational inequalities are also applicable in the problems of optimization, 
economics and decision science see [12]. 
In 1980, Italian mathematician F. Giannessi [51] initiated the study of another 
important class of variational inequalities, known as the class of vector variational 
inequalities. This class of variational inequalities has become a powerful tool to 
study a wide class of vector equiUbrium problems such as traffic problem, multi-
objective optimization problem, etc. 
In 1989, Indian mathematicians J. Parida, M. Sahoo and A. Kumar [131] have 
initiated the study of existence theory of a new class of variational inequahties 
known as variational-like inequalities arising in the study of nonconvex optimization 
problems. It is noted that variational-like inequalities are very closely related to 
invex functions, generalization of convex functions, firstly considered by Hanson 
[52]. 
In 1994, Hassouni and Moudafi [56] initiated the existence theory and conver-
gence analysis of iterative algorithms for a class of variational inclusions, which is 
an important generalization of various classes of variational, quasi-variational and 
variational-like inequalities. Since then Ahmad, Kazmi, Siddiqui [6], Kazmi [70], 
Ding [18] and Noor [100] have introduced and studied some important classes of 
variational inclusions. 
One of the most difficult, interesting and important problems in variational in-
equahty theory is the development of an efficient numerical method. There are a 
substantial numerical techniques including projection method and its variant forms, 
auxiliary principle technique, linear approximation, decomposition, Newton's and 
descent frame work for solving variational inequalities. One of the techniques is 
called the auxiliary principle technique, which is used to study the existence of a 
solution of the variational inequahties. This technique is basically due to Lions and 
Stampacchia [77] and was used by Noor [25] to derive the existence results for non-
linear variational inequalities. However, this technique was extended and modified 
by Glowinski, Lions and Tremolieres [54] for the mixed variational inequahties. The 
main idea involving this technique is first to consider an auxiliary variational in-
equality problem and then to so that the solution of auxiliary variational inequality 
problem is the solution of the original variational inequahty by using the fixed point 
method. Noor [99,100,126] has used this technique to formulate the equivalent (non) 
differentiable optimization problems for certain classes of variational inequahties. 
Marcotte and Wu [90] extended auxiliary principle technique to the solvability of 
monotone variational inequahties. Further, Verma [147] has extended of variational 
technique of Marcotte and Wu [90] to various classes of variational inequahties. 
Projection method and its variant forms represent important tool for finding the 
approximate solution of various class of variational and quasi-variational inequalities, 
the origin of which can be traced back to Lions and Stampacchia [77]. The projection 
type methods, were developed in 1970's and 1980's. The main ideal in this technique 
is to establish the equivalence between the variational inequahties and the fixed point 
problems using the concept of projection. This alternate formulation enables us to 
suggest some iterative methods for computing the approximate solution. These 
methods have been extended and modified in various way for the other classes of 
variational inequahties, see [99,100,126]. 
One of the variant forms of projection method is two steps forward-backward 
sphttipg method initially, considered by Peaceman and Packford [133] and then 
extended this method by Noor [116] to classes of variational inequalities. Noor [116] 
fiurther extended two-step sphtting method to three-step spUtting method, known 
as predictor-corrector method for solving variational inequalities. This method is 
similar to ^-scheme of Glowinski and Le Tallec [144]. 
In ninetees, Shi [141] and Robinson [134] considered the problem of solving a sys-
tem of equations which are called the Weiner-Hopf equations or normal maps. They 
proved that variational inequalities and the Weiner-Hopf equations are equivalent 
by using the projection technique. It turned out that this alternative equivalent for-
mulation is more general and flexible. It has been shown in [99,100,106,126,134,141] 
that the Wiener-Hopf equations provide us a simple, elegant and convenient device 
to develop some efficient numerical techniques for solving variational inequahties. 
By now, there is available a large number of research monographs, proceedings 
and books dealing with the various aspects of the theory of variational inequalities 
and its apphcations, see for example Duvaut and Lions [29], Aubin [4], Bensoussan 
and Lions [12], Cottle, and Giannessi [18], Glowinski [53], Glowinski, Lions and 
Tremohers [52], Kinderlehrer and Stampacchia [68]. 
Now, We shall give some important classes of variational inequahties and vari-
ational inclusions, which are widely applicable in the areas of sciences, engg., eco-
nomic, etc. 
Let H he a, Hilbert space with inner product (.,.). Let ||.|| denote the norm 
induced by the inner product (.,.) and let (.,.) denote the duality pairing between 
H and H*, where H* is the dual space of H. Let K he a, closed convex subset of H. 
Assume that T, 5, A are nonlinear operators on H into H* and a(.,.) is a bilinear 
form of H. Let F be a fixed element of H*. 
Class 1.2.1 [Stampacchia-Lions] 
Find u£ K such that 
a{u,v-u) > F{v-u), for all v e K; (1.2.1) 
see for example [53,68]. 
Class 1.2.2 [Stampacchia-Hartman-Browder] 
Find u£ K such that 
{Tu,u-v) > F{v-u), for all v e K; (1.2.2) 
see for example [11,56]. 
Class 1.2.3 [Duvaut-Lions] 
Find u e K such that 
a{u, v-u)+ j{v) - j{u) > F{v - u), for all v e K, (1.2.3) 
where j : H -^ ^is a. function, see [29]. 
Class 1.2.4 [Baiocchi-Capelo] 
a{u, V -u) + il}{u, v) — il;{u, u) > F{v - u), for all v e H, (1-2.4) 
where ip{.,.) : H x H -^^is a, function. 
Class 1.2.5 [Bensoussan-Lions] 
Find u e K{u) such that 
{Tu,v-u) > F{u,v-u), for all v e K{u), (1.2.5) 
where K:H^2". 
This model is known as quasi-variational inequahty. In particular K{u) can be 
chosen as 
K{u) = Tn(u) + K, where m : H -^ H is a. nonUnear operator, 
or 
K{u) = {v e H :u< Mv, M : h-^ H, where "<" is an ordering of H}, 
see also [4,52]. 
Class 1.2.6 
Find u e H, g{u) e K such that 
{Tu, v-u) + xp{u, v) - ip{u, u) > {Au, V - u), for all g{v) e K. (1.2.6) 
where 'tj){.,.) : H x H -^ ^ Ss a. function, see [37]. 
Class 1.2.7 
Find u G H, g{u) e K such that 
{Tu,g{u) - g{v)) > {Au,g{u) - g{v)), for all g{v) e K. (1.2.7) 
A large number of differential equation problems of odd order can be characterized 
by class 1.2.7. For details see [28] and reference therein. 
Class 1.2.8 [Hassouni and Moudafi] 
Find u e H such that g{u) n domdil) ^ (j) and 
{Tu-Au,v-g{u)) > xp{g{u))-tp{v), for aU v e H, (1.2.8) 
where T,g : H -^ H with Img D dom 7^  ^  and dtp is the sub differential of a proper 
convex and l.s.c function ip : H ^^U {+00} 
Class 1.2.9 [Ahmad-Kazmi-Siddiqui] 
Find u e H X e Tu, y e Au such that g{u) fl domdxp — 0 and 
{x-y,v-g{u)) > ijj{g{u))~'tp{v), for aU v e H, (1.2.9) 
where T,A : H -> 2^, g and '0 are same as in Class 1.2.8. We call the above 
inclusion problem as generalized variational inclusion problem. 
Class 1.2.10 [Kazmi] 
Find ue H X E Tu, y e Au and {g -rnjf) domdip = (p and 
Re(x -y,v-{g- m){u)) > ipig - m)u) - tp{v), for all v e H, (1.2.10) 
where,T,5, A, ^  are similar to Class 1.2.9 and m : H -^ H such that {g — m){u) = 
g{u) — m{u), for all u e if. We call the above inclusion problem as generahzed 
quasi-variational inclusion problem. 
Class 1.2.11 [Adly] 
Find u E H such that 
0 e {T - A){u) - F{g{u)), (1.2.11) 
where F : H —^ 2^ is maximal monotone operator, T, A and g are same as in Class 
1.2.8. 
Class 1.2.12 
Find uE K such that 
{F{v),ri{v,u)) > 0, for all v e K. (1.2.12) 
where r]: H x H -^ H is a continuous operator. 
We call it a variational-Uke inequality problem arises in nonconvex optimization. 
For details see [131]. 
Let X be a Banach space and Y be an ordered Banach space. Let K C X he a. 
nonempty, closed and convex. Let T : K -^ L{X, Y) be a mapping, where L{X, Y) 
is the spax:e of all linear continuous operators from X into Y. 
Class 1.2.13 [Giannessi] 
Let C C y be a cone such that intC ^ 0, where int C denotes interior of the 
set C. Then the vector variational inequality problem is: 
Find u e K such that 
{T{u),V'u) 0 C\{0}, for all v e K. (1.2.13) 
Class 1.2.14(21] [Chen-Chang] 
Let {C{u) : u G K} be a family of closed pointed convex cones of Y such that 
intC{u) ^ 0, then the problem is: 
Find u e K such that 
{T{u),v-u) ^ -intC{u), for all v G K, (1.2.14) 
where {T{u),v) denotes the evolution of the linear operator T(u) at v. Hence 
(T(w),.) E Y. This problem is called vector variational inequality problem. 
1.3. SOME CONCEPTS AND RESULTS IN HILBERT 
SPACES 
In this section, we shall give some concepts and results in Hilbert space, which 
are used in subsequent chapters. 
Throughout this section, unless or otherwise stated, H denotes a real Hilbert 
space, whose inner product and norm are denoted by (.,.) and ||.||, respectively. H* 
denotes the dual space of H and (.,.) denotes the duaUty pairing between H and H*. 
Definit ion 1.3.1 [139] Let a(.,.) : H x H -^ ^ he a bilinear form; K a 
nonempty closed convex set of H and ^ be a bounded Unear functional on H. 
(i) The problem of finding ue K such that 
^w) = mf Jiv), (1.3.1) 
where J{v) = |a(y, v)—F{v) and J : if —)• 5ft is a functional, is known as an abstract 
minimization problem; 
(ii) a(.,.) is coercive on H, if there exists a > 0 such that 
a{v,v) > a\\v\\\ for all v e H; (1.3.2) 
(iii) a(.,.) is said to be continuous, if there exists (3 > 0 such that 
a{u,u) < P\\u\\\\vf, for all u,v e H; (1.3.3) 
(iv) A linear continuous mapping A : H —^ H* determines a bilinear form via the 
pairing 
a{u,v) = {Au,v), for all v e H; (1.3.4) 
(v) Find u e H such that 
a{u,v-u) = F{v), for all u,v e H. (1.3.5) 
Problem (1.3.5) is called abstract variational problem. 
T h e o r e m 1 .3 .1 [139] (Lax-Miligram Lemma). Let a(.,.) : H x H -> R he 
a bounded and coercive biUnear form and let F : i7 —> 3? be a bounded hnear 
functional. Then there exists a unique element u E H such that 
a{u,v) = F{v), for all v e H. (1.3.6) 
T h e o r e m 1 .3 .2 [139] (Lions-Stampacchia). Let a(.,.) be a coercive bihnear 
form and let F : i / —^  5ft be a bounded hnear functional, then the variational in-
equality problem (1.2.1) has a unique solution. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .2 Let F be a mapping from a nonempty set X into itself. A 
point X G % is called fixed point of F if F{x) — x. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .3 [139] Let X be a metric space with metric d. A mapping 
F : X —>• X is called contraction mapping if 
d{F{x),F{y)) < ad{x,y), for all x,y G X (1.3.7) 
for some a, 0 < a < l . I f a < l , then the mapping F is called non expansive. 
E x a m p l e 1.3.1(139] Let X = {x e X : x>l} cU smd F : X -^ X defined 
by 
2 X 
then F is a contraction mapping. 
T h e o r e m 1.3.4[139] (Banach Contraction Principle). Every contraction map-
ping F defined on a complete metric space X has a unique fixed point. 
T h e o r e m 1.3.5 [68] Let K he a. closed convex subset of H. Then for each 
X E H, there exist a unique y E K, such that 
\\x-y\\ = inijx-v\\ (1.3.8) 
Definit ion 1.3.3[68] The point y satisfying (1.3.8) is called the projection of 
X on K, and we write 
y = PK{X). (1.3.9) 
Remark 1.3.1 [68] PK{X) = x, for all xeK. 
T h e o r e m 1.3.6 [68] Let i^ be a closed convex subset of Hilbert space H. Then 
y = PK{X), the projection of x on K if and only if 
y e K : {y,v-y) > {x,v- y), for all v £K. (1.3.10) 
T h e o r e m 1.3.7 [68] Let iiT be a closed convex subset of Hilbert space H. Then 
the operator PK is non expansive, that is 
\\PK{X) - PK{y)\\ < \\x-y\l for all v^K. (1.3.11) 
Definit ion 1.3.4[44] An operator T : H -^ H is called 
(i) monotone if 
{T{x)-Tiy),x-y) > 0, for all x,y e H; (1.3.12) 
(ii) strictly monotone if 
{T{x)-T{y),x-y) = 0 implies x = y, for all x,y e H; (1.3.13) 
(iii) P-Lipschitz continuous, if there exists a constant ^ > 0 such that 
\\T{x)-T{y)\\ < P\\x-yl for all x,y e H; (1.3.14) 
(iv) /lemi continuous, if for every x,y E H, the map 
t —>• (T(a; + ty),y) is continuous at 0"*"; 
(v) a-strongly monotone, if there exists a constant a > 0, such that 
{T{x)-T{y),x-y) > a\\x-yf, for all x,y e H. (1.3.15) 
Renic irk 1 .3 .2 If T is a-strongly monotone, then we have 
| | r (a : ) -T(y) | | > Q||a;-y||. (1.3.16) 
T satisfies (1.3.16), so called are expanding, and r = l , it is called expanding. 
T h e o r e m 1 .3 .8 [147] For any x,y e H, we have 
\\x\\' + {x,y) > - ( l / 4 ) | | y r (1.3.17) 
L e m m a 1 .3 .1 [147] Let x,y e H, then we have 
{x,y) ^ {l/2)[\\x + yr-\\xr-\\yf] (1.3.18) 
L e m m a 1 .3 .2 [124] For a given z E H, u E K satisfies the inequality 
{u-z,v-u) > 0 V-yG K (1.3.19) 
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iff ii = Pk[z] where Pk is the projection o/ifonto K. Also the projection operator 
Pk is nonexpensive and satisfies the inequality 
\\Pk[z] - uf < \\z - Pkf - \\z - Pk[z]f (1.3.20) 
Definit ion 1.3.5[124] V u,veH, the operator T : H —> H is said to be 
(i) g monotone if 
{Tu-Tv,g{u)-g{v))> 0 
(ii) g pseudomonotone, if 
{Tu,g{v)-giu))> 0 => {Tv,g{v) - g(u)) > 0. 
For g = I, Definition (1.3.5) reduces to the usual definition of monotonicity, and 
pseudomonocity of the operator T. Note that monotonicity implies pseudomonocity 
but the converse is not true, see [54]. 
Definit ion 1.3.6 (see Brezis[13]). For any maximal operator, the resolvent 
operator associated with T, for any T, for any p > 0 is defined as 
JT{U) = {I + pT)-\u) yu£H (1.3.21) 
Definit ion 1.3.7[158] A set-valued mapping V : H ^ CB{H) is said to be 
(i) Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant 7 > 0, such that 
H{V{u), V{v)) < 7||w -v\\,\/u,veH, 
where H(.,.) is the Hausdorff metric on CB{H). 
(ii) Strongly monotone if there exists a constant 77 > 0 such that 
{Wi - W2,Ui - U2) > ^||Ul - U2IP, V Ui,fi2 £ H, Wi e V{Ui), W2 e V{U2). 
Definit ion 1.3.8[158] Let N -. H x H -^ H he a nonlinear mapping and 
T,A: H -^ CB{H) be set-valued mappings, then 
(i) T is said to be strongly monotone with respect to the first argument of N if 
there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
{N{wu .) - Niw2,.), ui - U2) > Cll^ i - U2f V Ui eH, WiE T{ui), i = 1,2; 
11 
(ii) N is said to be strongly mixed monotone with respect to T and A if there 
exists a constant a > 0, such that 
{N{wi,yi) - N{w2,2/2),Ml - W2) > Q;| |UI - ^2!!^ 
\/ meH, Wie T{ui), yi e A{ui), i = l,2. 
(iii) N is said to be Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first argument if there 
a constant P > 0 such that 
||iV(ui,.) - N{U2, Oil < P\\ui - U2\\ V uuU2 e H. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .9 [158] A mapping TJ : H x H -^ H is said to be 
(i) strongly monotone if there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
{'r)(u,v),u — v) > a\\u — v\\'^ V u,v E H, 
(ii) Lipschitz continuous if there is exists S > 0 such that 
||77(u,u)|| < 5 | | M - U | | y U,V eH, 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .10 [158] Let D be a non empty convex subset of H and / : 
D —>• (—00,4-00) 
(i) / is said ti be convex if for any u,v e D and for any a G [0,1], 
f{au + (1 - a)v) < af{u) + (1 - a)f{v), 
(ii) / is said to be lower semicontinuous on D if for every a G (—00, +00), the set 
{ue D : f{u) < a} is closed in D, 
(iii) / is said to be concave if - / is convex, 
(iv) / is said to be upper semicontinuous on D if — / is lower semicontinuous on 
D. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 3 . 1 1 [42] Let if be a Hilbert space and let M : H -^ 2^ he a, 
maximal monotone mapping. For any fixed p > 0, the mapping J^ : H -^ H, 
defined by 
J^{x) = (/ + pM)-\x), V a; e if, 
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is said to be the resolvent operator of M where / is the identity mapping on H. 
L e m m a 1.3.3[42] Let M : H -^ 2" be a maximal monotone mapping. Then 
the resolvent operator J^ : H -^ H, oi M is nonexpansive, i.e., 
ll^p''(^)-^P%)ll<ll^-2/||, \fx,yeH. 
Definit ion 1.3.12[42] A mapping T -. H x A -^ H is said to be fc-strongly 
monotone with respect to the first argument if there exists a constant A; > 0 suth 
that 
{Tix, A) - T{y,X),x - y) > k\\x - y\\\ \f x,y e H. 
Definit ion 1.3.13[42] A mapping T : H x A ^  H is said to be s-Lipschitz 
continuous with respect to the first argument if there exists a constant s > 0 suth 
that 
lir(x,A)-T(y,A)||<fc|la;-y||, ^ x,y e H. 
Definit ion 1.3.14 [44] Let M : F -^ 2^ be a set-valued mapping. M is said 
to be 
(I) monotone if 
{u-v,x-y)>0 W x,y e H, ue M{x), v e M{y); 
(II) maximal monotone if M is monotone and (/ + pM){H) = H for all p > 0, 
where I is the identity mapping on H. 
1.4. SOME CONCEPTS AND RESULTS IN BANACH SPACES 
In this section, we shall give some concepts and results in Banach spaces, which 
will be used in subsequent chapters. 
Throughout this section, unless or otherwise stated, E denotes a real Banach 
space with dual E* and (.,.) is the dual pair between E and E*. 
Definit ion 1.4.1 [22] A mapping /:£?->• $R is sub differentiable &t x e E, if 
there exists a functional x* £ E*, called sub gradient of / at x, such that 
f{y)-m > {x*,y-x), for all y e E. (1.4.1) 
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The set of all sub gradient of / at a; is denoted by df{x) and the mapping 
df : E ^ 2^* is called the sub differential of / . 
R e m a r k 1 .4 .1 As a direct consequence of Definition 1.4.1, we get that df{x) is 
a weak-closed convex subset of E*. Moreover / has minimum value at x if and only 
if 0 e df{x). Finally, if / is proper and df{x) ^ (f), then x € D{f). 
Definition 1.4.2[22] 
(i) A closed hyperplane in £^  x 5R has the form 
P - {(x,t) eExU; (x*,x) + Oct = 15} for some a.^^U and x* G E*; (1.4.2) 
(ii) If a 7^  0, then the hyperplane is called non vertical and has the form 
p = {{x,t)eExn; {x*,x)+a = t} for some other a e 3fi andx*G£;*; (1.4.3) 
(iii) A nonvertical hyperplane F in E x 3fi is called supporting hyperplane for Epi(f) 
at the point {XQ, / (XQ)) if {XQ, / (XQ)) G H and Epi(f) is contained in one of the 
closed subspaces determined by P . In this case P is of the form 
P = {{x,t)eEx^; (x* ,x-xo) + /(xo) - t}, (1.4.4) 
and moreover 
Epiif) C {{x,t)eExR; {x*,x-xo) + f{xo) < t}. (1.4.5) 
R e m a r k 1 .4 .2 df{xo) 7^  0 if and only if there exists a supporting hyperplane 
ioi Epi{f) at (xo,/(xo)). 
T h e o r e m 1 .4 .1(22] A Banach space E is smooth if and only if the norm is 
G-differentiable onE\ {0}. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .3 [22] For every x e E we have 
a||x|| = {x*eE*; (x*,x) = ||x||, ||x*|| = l } . (1.4.6) 
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T h e o r e m 1.4.2 [22] A Banach space E is smooth if and only if for every x ^Q 
there is a unique supporting hyperplane for the ball [^[^ ([(O) at x. 
N o t a t i o n 1.4.1 [22] For a > 0 we define 
ii) P{a) = \ sup {\\x + oiy+\\x-ay\\-2)-
(ii) P(a, x) = \ sup (||x + ay+ \\x - ay\\ - 2\\x\\) for x£X. 
\\y\\=r 
The functions R^ 3 a -^ P{a) and Rj^. 3 o. ^  P{a, x) are called modulus of 
E, respectively modulus of smoothness at x. 
Definit ion 1.4.4 [22] A Banach space E is said to be uniformly smooth, re-
spectively, locally uniformly smooth if 
lim ^ ^ = 0, respectively lim Ei^llL = Q, for all x e £ ; \ { 0 } . 
Remark 1.4.3 It is clear that uniform smoothness implies the locally uniform 
smoothness, and if E is locally smooth, than E is smooth. 
Definit ion 1.4.5[22] A Banach space E is said to be: 
(i) uniformly convex if for every sequences {xn}, {yn} Q E with ||x„|| = ||y„|| = 1, 
ne N and ||a;„ + yn\\-^ 2, we have \\xn -yn\\-^ 0; 
(ii) uniformly convex ai x e E, \\x\\ — 1, if for every sequence {x„} C E with 
llxnil = I, n e. N and ||x„ + x|| -> 2, we have llx„ - x|| -^ 0 and locally 
imiformly convex if it is uniformly convex at any x€£?, ||x|| = l; 
(iii) weakly uniformly convex at x* G E*, \\x*\\ = 1, if for every sequences {x„}, {yn} ^ 
£J with ||x„|| = ||y„|| = 1, n e N and {x*,Xn+yn) ->• 2, we have ||x„-y„|| ->• 0; 
and weakly uniformly convex if it is uniformly convex at any x* G -E*, ||x*|| = 1. 
Definit ion 1.4.6[22] Let E be a Banach space. Then 
(i) a continuous and strictly increasing fimction 0 : 3?+ ^ 3*?+ such that 0(0) = 0 
and lim (p{t) = +(x> is called Weight function, 
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(ii) a mapping J : E ^ 2^* is called duality mapping defined by, 
J{x) = {x*^E*: (x,x*) = ||x||||x*l|, |lx*|| = 0||x||)}, (1.4.7) 
If 0(l|x||) = ||x||, then J is called normalized duality mapping. 
T h e o r e m 1.4.3[22](Asplund). If J is a duality mapping of weight (j), then 
J{x) = i^^ dla;!!) for each x^E. 
T h e o r e m 1.4.4[22] A Banach space X is smooth if and only if each duality 
mapping J of weight 0 is a single valued; in this case 
{J{x\y) = ^ V ( l k + *2/ll)|t=o, for all x,y^E. (1.4.8) 
T h e o r e m 1.4.5 [22] Let J be a duality mapping associated with a weight 0; 
then 
(i) J is monotone, that is, 
{x*-y\x-y) > 0, for all x,y e E and x* e J{X), y* e J{Y). 
(ii) J{-x) = -Jix), X E E. 
(iii) J{Xx) = ^§|§P J(x), iorxGE and A > 0. 
(iv) If Ji and J2 are duality mapping with weights (j)i and 02, then 
<^2(||a:||)Ji(a;) = MM)J2{x), x E E. 
T h e o r e m 1.4.6 [22] Let J be a normalized duaUty mapping on E, then for 
every x,y E E the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) ||x|| < ||x + Xy\\ for all A > 0 
(ii) there exists x* e Jx such that {x*,y) > 0. 
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Definit ion 1.4.6[4] A multivalued map T -. X -^ 2^ {X and Y are Ba-
nach spaces) is called upper semicontinuous (u.s.c) at XQ G X, if for any neigh-
borhood N{T{xo)) of T{xo), there exists a neighbourhood N{xo) of XQ such that 
T{x) C N{T{xo)) for all x G N{xo). 
Definit ion 1.4.7[4] A multivalued map T : X ->• 2^ (X and y are Banach 
spaces) is called lower semicontinuous (l.s.c) at XQ G X, if for any j/o G T{xo) and 
for any neighborhood A/'(yo) of yo, there exists a neighbovirhood ^(xo) of XQ such 
that T{x) n N{yo) 7^  <^  for aU x G iV(xo). 
E x a m p l e 1.4.2[22] The mapping T+ from 3? into the subsets defined by 
T+(0) = [-1,1] and r+(x) = {0}, x ^ O 
is u.s.c, while it is not l.s.c 
A 
+1 
-1 
i ' I 
u.s.c. and not l.s.c. Figure(1.41) l.s.c. and not u.s.c. 
The mapping 71(0) = {0} and T'(x) = [-1,1], x ^ 0 is l.s.c, while it is not u.s.c. 
Definit ion 1.4.8[4] A multivalued map T : X -^ 2^ is said to be continuous at 
xo G X if it is both u.s.c and l.s.c at XQ. T is said to be continuous if it is continuous 
at every point x G X. 
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Definit ion 1.4.9 [4] Let CB{E) is the family of all nonempty closed and bounded 
subset of E, and D{.,.) is the Hausdorff metric on CB(E) defined by 
D{A,B) = ma^\svipd{x,B),s\ipd{A,y)\, A,B eCB{E), (1.4.9) 
[x&A y&B J 
where d(x, B) = iniy^K d(x, y) and D{T) denotes the domain of T. 
L e m m a 1.4.1 [82] (Michael). Let X and Y be Banach spaces and T : A" -4 2^ 
be a lower semicontinuous mapping with nonempty closed convex values. Then T 
admits a continuous selection; i.e, there exists a continuovis mapping h : X —^ Y 
such that h{x) G T{x) for each x ^ X. 
Definit ion 1.4.10 Let A -. D{A) C £? -^ 2^ be a multi-valued mapping and 
(/): [0, oo] -^ [0, oo] be strictly increasing function with 0(0) = 0. Then A is said to 
be; 
(i) accretive if, for any x, y G D{A), there exists j{x — y) G J{x — y) such that 
(u — v,j{x — y)) > 0, for all ueAx, v G Ay; 
(ii) <p-strongly accretive if, for any x,y E D{A), there exists j{x — y) G J(x — y) 
such that for any u e Ax, v E Ay, 
{u-v,j{x-y)) > (^(| |x-y| |) | |x-y| | (1.4.10) 
(iii) m-accretive, if A is accretive and (/ + pA){D{A)) = E, for all p > 0, where / 
is identity mapping. 
(iv) ^-expansive, if for any x, y G D{A) and for any u G Ax, v G Ay, 
\\u-v\\ > <?^(||x-y|(). (1.4.11) 
R e m a r k 1.4.4 If A is strongly accretive, then A is (/(-expansive. 
Definit ion 1.4.11 [30] Let Khea nonempty convex subset of E and T : K -^ 
E* and rj : K x K -^ B he two mappings. T and 77 are said to be 0-diagonally 
concave relation on K if the function cj): K ^ [—00,00] defined by 
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<f>{x,y) = {Tx,rj{y,x)) (1.4.12) 
is 0-diagonally concave in y, i.e for any finite set {yi,---ym} C K and for any 
m m 
x= Yl \yi (Ai > 0, and E A, = 1). 
i = l i = l 
Remark 1.4.5 T and 77 are said to have 0-diagonally convex relation on K if 
—T and 77 have the 0-diagonally concave relation on K. 
T h e o r e m 1.4.7 [30] Let A' be a nonempty convex subset of a Banach space 
E and \ei 4): K x K -^ [—00, -hoo] be such that 
(i) for each y E K, x 1—> (f){y, x) is l.s.c on each nonempty compact subset of K, 
m 
(ii) for each nonempty finite set {yi,-- •, ym} C K and for each x — J2 Xiyi (Aj > 0, 
i—l 
m 
and Z) Ai = 1), 
i = l 
min 0(yi,x) < 0, 
l<t<Tn 
(iii) there exist a nonempty compact subset KQ of K and a nonempty subset M of 
K such that for each x £ K\M, there is an y G co{KoU{x}) with <j){y,x) > 0. 
Then there exists an x € i^ ' such that 0(y, x) <0 for all y E K. 
T h e o r e m 1.4.8 [30] Let K he a, nonempty convex subset of E with the dual 
space E* and T : K -^ E* he mapping. Let r]: KxK -^ Ehe such that T]{X,X) = 0 
for all X e K. Suppose that for each x e D, the function y 1—^  {Tx, r){y, x)) is con-
cave. Then T and 77 have the 0-diagonally concave relation on K. 
Definit ion 1.4.12 [85] Let K hea. nonempty subset of topological vector space 
X. A point-to-set mapping F : K ^ 2^ is called a KKM mapping if, for every finite 
subset (xi, a;2, ...Xn} of K, co{xi, X2, ...x„} is contain in {J"^^ F{xi) where co denotes 
the convex hull. 
L e m m a 1.4.2 [47] Let K he a. nonempty closed convex subset of a Hausdorff 
topological vector space. Let F : K -^ 2^ he o. KKM mapping. Suppose that for 
any finite set {xi,X2, •••,x„} C K, one has co{xi,X2, •••,Xn} C Ur=i -^(^t) .^nd F(x) 
is closed for each x e K and compact for some x £ K. Then ClxeK^i^) ¥" 0-
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CHAPTER-II 
VARIOUS METHODS FOR SOLVING 
VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
General variational inequalities introduced and studied by Noor [77], have appeared 
as a novel and useful generalization of the variational inequalities. It turned out 
that a class of odd order and non symmetric obstacle, free, moving unilateral and 
equilibrium problems arising in financial, economics, transportation, elasticity, op-
timization, pure and applied sciences can be studied via the general variational 
inequaUties. This field is dynamic and is experiencing and explosive growth in both 
theory and applications as consequence, several numerical techniques including pro-
jection the wiener-Hopf equations. Auxihary principle decompositions and descent 
are being developed for solving various classes of variational inequaUties and re-
lated optimization problems. Projection methods and its variant forms including 
the Wiever- Hopf equations represent important tools for finding the approximate 
solution of variational and quasivariational inequaUties. It is well known that the 
convergence of the projection methods requires that the operator must be strongly 
monotone and Lipschitz continuous. One of these projection type methods is caUed 
the proximal point algorithm. Recently several modified proximal point have been 
suggested and analyzed for solving monotone variational inequaUties. Inspired and 
motivated by the research going on in this direction, we suggest and analyze a new 
modified projection method, which includes the classical proximal, extragradient 
and modified double projection as special cases. In this respect, our results repre-
sent as improvement of the previous methods. The comparison of this new method 
with the known methods is an interesting problem for the future research. Our re-
sults can be viewed as significant and novel extention of the results of Solodov and 
Svaiter [130], He Yang and Yuan [64] and Noor [105,109,118-120 145]. 
In recent years, classical variational inequaUty and complementarity problems have 
been extended and generalized to study a wide range of problems arising in mechan-
ics, physics, optimization and applied sciences. A useful and important generation 
of variational inequaUties are the mixed variational inequality containing a nonlinear 
term (p. But the appUcability of the projection method is Umited due to the fact 
that it is not easy to find the projection except in very special cases. Secondly, the 
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projection method could not be applied to suggested iterative algorithms for solving 
generaUzed mixed variational inequalities due to the presence of the nonlinear term 
(j). This fact has motivated many author to develop the auxiliary principle technique, 
Lions and Stampacchia [65], Glowinski et al. [52]. We propose an inexact imphcit 
method with variable parameter for generalized mixed variational inequaUties. The 
numerical experiment show that the proposed method is more flexible and efficient 
and the self adaptive adjustment rule is necessary in practice. 
Although there exist many numerical methods including the projection method and 
its variant forms, linear approximation, descent and Newton's methods for varia-
tional inequaUties, there are very few methods for some variational like inequalities 
therefore many author to developed the auxiUary principle technique for solving 
various mixed variational like inequalities.The auxiliary principle technique was sug-
gested by Glowinski et al. [52] in 1981. At present it has become useful and pow-
erful tool for solving various mixed variational like inequalities. We observe that 
the project method cannot be applied for the generaUzed mixed variational inequal-
ities. The fact motivated many authors to develop the auxiliary principle technique 
to study the existence and iterative algorithm of solutions for various (generalized) 
nonlinear mixed variational inequaUties e.g. Glowinski et al. [52], Barker and Pang 
[32], Noor [60], Ding and Tarafdar[32,33] and Ding [37,38]. 
Recently, Noor [112-114] introduced a new class of predictor-corrector iterative al-
gorithms for solving general mixed variational inequaUties and generaUzed mixed 
variational inequalities by applying the auxiliary principle technique, he tried to 
prove the convergence of iterative sequence generated by the predictor-corrector al-
gorithm. We observe that there are some shortcomings in the proof of Lemma 2.4.2 
and Theorem 2.4.3 in [112-114]. Hence it is stiU an open problem how to use the 
predictor-corrector type iterative algorithms to solving generalized nonUnear mixed 
variational inequality problems. 
2.2. PROJECTION-PROXIMAL METHOD 
Let H he & real Hilbert space, whose inner product and norm are denoted by (.,.) 
and ||.||, respectively. Let K he a. closed convex set in H and T,g : H —y H 
be continuous (nonlinear) operators. We now consider the problem of finding u € 
H; g{u) e K such that 
{Tu,giv)~g{u))>0 'iveH,g{v)eH (2.2.1) 
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Problem (2.2.1) is called the general variational inequality which was introduced 
and studied by Noor [95] in 1988. 
For g = I, Where / is the Identity operator, problem (2.2.1) is equivalent to finding 
u£ K such that 
{Tu,v-u) > 0 . yveK (2.2.2) 
which is known as the classical variational inequahty introduced and studied by 
Stampacchia [114] in 1964 .For the recent state of the art in variational inequaUties 
and the references therein. 
Main Results 
In this section, we use the projection technique to suggest and analyze a class of 
new projection methods for solving general variational inequaUties (2.2.1), For this 
purpose, we need the following result, which can be proved by invoking Lemma 
(1.3.2) 
L e m m a 2 . 2 . 1 [ 1 2 4 ] The function u G H ,g{u) e K is the solution of (2.2.1) iff 
ue H satisfies the relation 
g{u) - Pk[g{u)-pTu] (2.2.3) 
where p > 0 is constant and g is onto K 
Lemma(2.2.1) implies that problem (2.2.1) and (2.2.3) are equivalent. This alterna-
tive formulation is very important form the numerical analysis point of view 
We now define the residue vector R(u) by the relation 
R(u) = g{u) - Pk[g{u) - p Tu] (2.2.4) 
Prom Lemma (2.2.1), it follows that u e i / is a solution of (2.2.1) iff u G i / is a zero 
of the equation 
R[u) = 0 (2.2.5) 
For a positive constant 7, we can rewrite equation(2.2.5) as 
g{u) = g{u) - 7 R{u) := g{u) - j{g{u) - Pk[g{u) - p Tu]}. (2.2.6) 
This fixed point formulation can be used to suggest the following iterative method. 
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Algor i thm 2.2.1 [124] For a given UQ e H, compute the following iterative 
schemes. 
giVn) = Pk [g{Un) - Pn TUn+l], 
g{Wn) = Pk [giVn) - Pn Tyn], 
g{Zn) = Pk [g{u„) - pn TWn], 
g{un+i) = Pk[g{yn)-a{g{un)-g{zn))], n = 0,1,2--- (2.2.7) 
^ _ Mzr.)-g{wnW + Wgjun) - gjZnW - A K ) 
2\\gM-g{wnW ^^^^ 
where 
A K ) < U iWgiZr,) - g{Wn)f +\\g{Un)-g{Zn)f), ^<l 
= U {2{g{Wn) - g{Zn), g{Wn) - g{Un) + Pn TWn) - \\g{Wn) " ^ (^n ) !^} (2.2.9) 
and 
/\{Wn) = 2{{g{Wn)-g{Zn), g{Wn)-g{Zn) + PnTWn) ' MWn) -g{ZnW} (2.2.10) 
which is known as the inexactness criteria. 
A l g o r i t h m 2.2.2[124] For a given u ^ H, compute the approximate solutionun+i 
by iterative schemes. 
giVn) = Pk {g{Un) - pn TUn+l], 
g{Wn) = Pk [giUn) - Pn Tyn], 
g{un+i) := g{zn) = Pk [g{un) - a{g{un) -giwn))], n = 0,1,2---
^ ^ MUn) - gjVnW + WgJUn) - gjWnW - A ( y n ) 
2\\g{un) - g{wnW 
We now study the convergence analysis of algorithm (2.2.1) the analysis is in the 
spirit of He-Yang and Yuan[132] the convey the idea and for the sake of completeness, 
we include the detail. 
T h e o r e m 2.2.1 [124] Let the operator T be g- psuedomonotone. U u £ H 
such that g{u) e K he a solution of the general variational inequality (2.2.1) and 
Un+i be the approximate solution obtained from algorithm (2.2.1), then 
\\g{un+i{a))-g{u)r < \\g{Un{a))-g{u)r ^-^-^{\\g{zn)-g{wn)\Mg{un)-g{zn)r 
(2.2.11) 
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Proof. Let ue H : g{u) G iiT be the solution of (2.2.1) then 
(Tu, g{v) - g{u)) > 0^veH:g{ueK 
impUes that 
{Tu, g{v) - g{u)) > 0 (2.2.12) 
Since T is ^-monotone. Taking v = Wn'm (2.2.12), we have 
{Twn, g{wn) - g{u)) > 0 
which can be written as 
{TWn, g{Zn) - giu)) > {TWn, g{Zn) - g{Wn)) (2.2.13) 
Takings = g{un) — PnTwn,u = g{zn) and v = ^(u) in (1.3.19), we have 
{g{Un) - pnTWn " g{Zn),g{Zn) - g{u)) > 0 
from which we have 
(giUn) - g{Zn), g{Zn) - g{u)) > {g{Zn) - g{u),PnTWn)) (2.2.14) 
from (2.2.13) and (2.2.14), we have 
{gM - 9{Zn), giZn) - 9{u)) > {pnTWn, g{Zn) - ^(Wn))) (2.2.15) 
consider 
\\g{Un)-g{u)f-\\9{Un^M))-g{u)f 
= |b(u„) - giu)r - \\Pk[g{un) - a{giun) - g(zn))] - Pk[g(u)]f 
> Mun) - g{u)f - \\g{un) - g{u) - a{giun) - g{zn)W 
= 2a{g{un) - g{u), g{un) - g{zn) - a^\\g{un) - g{zn)f 
= 2a\\g{un)-g{znW+2a{g{zn)-g{u), g{un)-g{zn)-a'^\\g{un)-gizn)f (2.2.16) 
combining (2.2.8) to (2.2.10), (2.2.15) and (2.2.16), we obtain 
Mnny9{u)f-Mun+i{a))-g{u)f> a{\\g{zn)-g{wn)f+\\gM-9{zn)f-Aiwn)} 
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- a'Mun) - giznW (2.2.17) 
which is quadratic in a and has a maximum at 
. _ M^n) - gjWnW + MUn) - g(^n)|P - A ^ ) 
2\\9M-giwnW ^^^ ^ 
from (2.2.9), (2.2.10), (2.2.17) and (2.2.18), we have the required result (2.2.11) 
T h e o r e m 2.2.2[124] Let H he a. finite dimensional subspace and g be an 
injective and continuous. Let u E H : g{u) G K he a solution of (2.2.1) and u„+i be 
the approximate solution obtained from algorithm (2.2.1), then 
lim (un) = u 
Proof. Let u e if be the solution of (2.2.1). Prom (2.2.11), it follows that the se-
quence \g{u) — 5(iin)|| is nonincreasing and consequently {p(wn)} is bounded. Thus 
it follows the sequence {«„} is bounded under the assumption of g . Furthermore , 
we have 
(1 -uY 
4 n = l 
which implies that 
\imMzn)-g{wn)\\ = 0 (2.2.19) 
n-foo 
hm^\\g{un) -g{zn)\\ = 0 (2.2.20) 
from which we have 
lim \\zn - WnW = 0 (2.2.21) 
lim \\un - zj = 0 (2.2.22) 
n-Kx> II II \ ' 
since g is injective. Thus we see that the sequence {wn} and {zn} are also bounded. 
Also (2.2.19) and (2.2.20), we have 
l l^(Wn)| | = \\g{Wn) - Pk[g(Wn) - pTWn]\\ 
= MyJn) - g{Zn) + g{Zn) - Pk[g{Wn) - pTWn]\\ 
< Wgi-^n) - g{Zn)\\ + \\Pk[g{Un) - pTWn] - Pk[g{Wn) - pTWn]\\ 
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< MWn) - 9{Zn)\\ + \\9{Un) " 9{Wn)\\ = 0 
Thus 
lim R{wn) = 0 (2.2.23) 
Let u be a closure point of {wn} and the subsequence {wni} converges to u. since 
R(u) is a continuous function of u, it follows that 
lim R(wni) — R(n) = 0 which shows that u is a solution of the general variational 
inequality(2.2.1). Prom (2.2.21) and(2.2.22), we know that lim (lynJ = u = lim(znJ-
Hence from(2.2.11), we have 
| |wn+i-u| | '< ||u„-u||2 V n > 0 , 
which shows that the sequence {un} converges to u. This is required result. 
2.3. AN INEXACT IMPLICIT METHOD 
Let H he a, real Hilbert space, whose inner product and norm are denoted by (.,.) 
and ||.||, let / be the identity mapping on H and T ,g : H —> H be two 
nonlinear operators. Let dcp denotes the subdifferential of function (j), where 
(j) : H —>• 3f?U{+oo} is a proper convex lower semicontinuous function on H. It 
is well known that the subdifferential d(p is a maximal monotone operator. We 
consider the problem of finding u* E H such that 
{T{u*), V - g{u*)) + (f>{v) - (l>{g{u*)) > 0 ^ v e H. (2.3.1) 
which is known as mixed variational inequality see Noor [117]. We remark that if 
g = I, the identity operator , then the problem(2.3.1) is equivalent to finding 
u* e H such that 
{T{u*), v-u*) + (f){v) - 0(w*) > 0 yveH. 
which are called the mixed variational inequalities. If K is closed convex set in H 
and <f){v) = Ik{v) Vu e H, where h is the indicator function of K defined by 
[ 0 -if ve K 
h = 
[ +CX) ; otherwise 
then the problem (2.3.1) is equivalent to finding u* e H such that g{u*) 6 K and 
{T(u*), V - g{u*)) > 0 VveK (2.3.2) 
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Problem (2.3.2) is called the general variational inequality, which first introduced 
and studied by Noor[95] in 1988. For the applications, formulation and numerical 
methods of general variational inequaUties (2.3.2) Now if we take g = I, then the 
problem (2.3.2), is equivalent to finding u* ^  H such that 
(r(u*), v-u*) > 0 \/veK (2.3.3) 
which is called as the classical variational inequality problem. 
We also need the following well known results. 
L e m m a 2.3.1 (see Brezis[13]). For aweH, the inequality 
{w — z, z — v) + p (f){v) — p<p{z) > 0 yv e H 
holds iflFz = J^{w), where J^ = {I + pd(f))~^ is the resolvent operator. It follows 
from Lemma 2.3.1 that 
{w - J4,{w), J^{w) -v)+ p(j){v) - P4>{MW)) > 0 yv,weH (2.3.4) 
If is (f> an indicator function of a closed convex set Q, C H then the resolvent oper-
ator J^(.) reduces to the projection operator Pn [105]. It is well known that J^ is 
nonexpansive i.e. 
\\JM-My)\\< h-vl yu,ve H 
the following characterization of a solution of problem (2.3.1) is consequence of 
Lemma 2.3.1. 
L e m m a 2.3.2(Noor[105]). u* is a solution of problem (2.3.1) iff u* e H satisfies 
the relation 
g{u*) = J 4 P ( « * ) - P T ( U * ) ] , (2.3.5) 
whereJ^ =, {I + p d (f))~^ is resolvent operator. From Lemma (2.3.2) it is clear 
that u is a solution of (2.3.1) iflF u is a zero point of the function 
r{u, p) = g{u) - J^[g{u) - pT{u)\ 
throughout this chapter, we make the following assumption 
(i) g is homeomorphism on H, i.e., g is bijective, continuous and g~^ is continuous. 
(ii) T is continuous and g is monotone operator on H. 
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(iii) The solution set of problem (2.3.1) denoted by S* is non empty. 
L e m m a 2.3.3[17] For all u e H and p' > p > 0 it that 
||r(u,p')ll> Mu,p)\\ (2.3.6) 
Proof. We need only to prove that 
{r(u, p) ,r(u, p') - r{u, p)) > 0 p' > p > 0 ueH (2.3.7) 
using inequality(2.3.4), we have 
{g{u) - pT{u) - Ug{u) - pT{u)], JM^) - pTiu)] - Mg{u) - p'r(u)]) 
+p(/.(J^45(u) - (n{u)\) - pJM^) - pT{u)]) > 0 (2.3.8) 
and 
{g{u) - p'T{u) - Mg{u) - p'T{u)], Mg{u) - p'T{u)] - JM^) " pTiu)]) 
+p'(l>{JM^) - pTiu)]) - p'^Moiu) - p'T{u)]) > 0 (2.3.9) 
where J^ / = {I + p' d <f>)~^, from (2.3.8) and using 
J^u) - pT{u)] - Moi'^) - P'T{u)] = r{u, p') - r{u, p) 
we obtain 
r(u, p) ,r(u, p') - r(u, p) > > p(r(u),r(u, p') - r(u, p)) 
+p</.(J^[5(u) - pT{u)]) - p<i>JMn) - P'nu)]) (2.3.10) 
Adding (2.3.8) and (2.3.9), we get 
(r(w, p) - r{u, p') + (p' - p)T{u),r(u, p') - r(u, p)) 
+(p' - p){4>{{JA9{n) - pT{u)\) - <t>{JA9{u) - p'T{u)]) > 0 
i.e. 
{T{u),r{u, p')-r{u, p)) + </>(J^ [5(«) - pr(u)]) - d^iMgiu) - p'T{u)]) 
^ \\r{u, p')-r{u, p)f /o•^11^ 
- (p' - p) ^2.3.11) 
Prom (2.3.10) and (2.3.11). It follows that inequality (2.3.7) is ture. 
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L e m m a 2.3.4[17] For all ue H, u* e S* and p > 0 we have 
{g{u) - g{u') + p[T{u) - T{u*)], r(u, p)) > \\r{u, p)||2 (2.3.12) 
Exact Algorithm and its convergence 
In this section we describe the exact implicit method. First we need a non-negative 
sequence {rk} satisfying 
+00 
Y,Tk<+00 (2.3.13) 
fe=0 
Now, we introduce the exact impUcit method with variable parameter as follows: 
Step 0: Givene > 0 ,7 G [1,2), p > 0 and vP eH,setk = 0 
Step 1: Set pfc = p if ||r(u*' ,p)|| < e, then stop otherwise. 
Step 2: Compute u'''^^ such that 
. giu'-^') + pkT{u''+') = g(u') + pkTiu") - ^r{u', pk) (2.3.14) 
Step 3: Chose pk+i G [j^Pk, (1 + Tfc+i)pfe] according to some self-adaptive rule, set 
fc := fc -I-1 and go to step 1. 
Remark 2.3.1(17] It follows from r^ > 0 and (2.3.13) that Ilf^o{l+Tk) < +00. 
Denote 
Cr := nr=o(l + Tk) 
Then, pk C [(^)PO,CTPO] is bounded. One consider pi := inf{pfe} > 0 and pu '•= 
sup{pA;} < +00 
T h e o r e m 2.3.1 [17] Let {uk} be the sequence generated by the proposed exact 
implicit method. Then for any u* G S* and k > 0, we have 
Mn'"-') - 9{u*) + Pk^^[T{u''+')-T{un]r 
< (l-^ ^k)\\9{u') - giu*) + p.lTiu") - Tiu*)W - c||r(u*),p,f (2.3.15) 
where ^k •=Tk + ^r^ and c := 7(2 - 7) 
Proof. Note that see (2.3.14), we have 
g{u'^') - giu*) + pk[Tiu'-'')-T{u*)] 
= g{u')-g{u*) + pk[nu')-T{u*)]+^r{u\pk) 
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Hence 
\\9{u'^') - 9{u*) + p,[T{u''^')-T{u*)]r 
= Mu'')-9{u*) + p,[T{u')-T{u*)]f 
+ f \\r{u\pk)f - 2^{g{u'') - g{u*) + p,[T(u'=+i) - T{u*)] Au',Pk)) 
< Mu") - 9iu*) + PklTiu") - Tiu*)]r - 7(2 - l)Mu\pk)f (2.3.16) 
where the inequaUty follows from Lemma 2.3.4. Since 0 < Pk+i < (1 + Tk)pk, using 
the 5—monotonicity of T, it follows that 
\\9{u'^') - g{u*) + Pk^,[T{u'+') - T{u*)]r 
= \9{u'-'') - 9{u*W + 2pfc+i(5(w'+') - 9{u*) ^Tiu"^') - T{u*)) 
+ PU\T{U''^')-T{U') 
< Wgiu'"-') - 9iun\\' + 2(1 + n)pk{9iu''-') - 9iun , Tiu'"-') - T(w*)) 
+{l + rk?plmu'^')-T{u*)f 
< (1 + Tkf {\\g{u'^') - 9{u*)r + 2pk{9{u'^') - g{u*) ,T{u'^') - T{u*)) 
+ p'WTiu"^') - T{unf} 
= {l+nng{u'+')-9iu*)+pk[T{u''^')-Tiu*)]f. (2.3.17) 
Combining (2.3.16) and (2.3.17), we can get the assertion of this theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2.3.2[17] Let if be a finite dimension space, then the sequence {u''} 
generated by the proposed exact implicit method converges to a solution point of 
problem (2.3.1). 
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Inexact algorithm and its convergence 
In many cases, solving sub-problem (2.3.14) exactly could be either impossible or 
expansive.On the other hand, there seems to be a little justification on the effort 
of obtaining the accurate solutions for the sub-problem (2.3.14) in each iteration.In 
fax;t, many inexact methods and approximate rules have been proposed. Inspired 
by the approximate rule in [64], we extend our exact implicit method to an inexact 
one, which solve the sub-problem (2.3.14) in each iteration approximately. In the 
following we let {77^ } be a non-negative sequence which satisfies 
+00 
E vl < +00. 
fc=0 
In the inexact imphcit method, instead of Step 2 in the exact implicit method, we 
adopt the following Step 2'. 
Step 2': Find w*+^  G 3?" such that 
mu''^')\\<Vk\\r{u'',Pk)l (2.3.18) 
where 
ek(u) = g(u) + pkT{u) - {[giu") + PkT(u'')] - jr{u\ pk)} (2.3.19) 
T h e o r e m 2.3.3[17] Let {u''} be a sequence generated by the inexact implicit 
method. Then there exists a. ko>0, such that for all k > ko 
Mu"^') - g{u*) + p,^,[T{u'^') - T{u*)]f 
< (1 + QMu") - 9{u*) + Pk[T{u') - T{u*)]r - cMu^PkW (2.3.20) 
where ^', = {1 + T',){1 + : ^ ) - 1 and Ci = ^ . 
Proof. It follows from (2.3.19) 
\\giu'^')-9iu*) + Pk[T{u'^')-T{un]\\' 
= Mu") - giu*) + p, [T{U'') - T{u*)] - [ir{u\p,) - Oiu"^')] |f 
= Mu") - g{u*) + Pk [Tiu") - Tiu*)] f + II [yr{u',p,) - e.iu'-^')] \\' 
-2^{g{u') - giu*) + p, [T{U') - T{u*)] ,r(^.^p,)) 
+2{g{u') - g{u*) + p, [T{U') - T{u*)] , dk{u'^')) 
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< \\g{u') - g{u*) + p, [r(u'=) - r(u*)] |f - 2^\\r{u\p,, )f 
+2(5(u*) - g{u') + pk [T(U*) - T{u*)],e^{u'+')) + ||7r(u^ p^,) - ^fc(«*+^)f 
(2.3.21) 
where the inequality follows from Lemma 2.3.4. 
Since 
||^ jfc(tx*+')|| < 'nk\\r{u\pk)\\ and lim r/fe = 0, 
it is easy to show that there is a fco > 0 such that for all fc > fco 
l|7r(u^pfc,) - e,{u'-'')\^ < l'\\r{u\p,,W + ^7(2 - r)||r(u^pfc,)f (2.3.22) 
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (2.3.18), we get 
1{9{n') - p(n*) + p, [T{U') - T{u*)] f, e,{u'^')) 
- :^(^"^("') - 9{u*)+p,[nu') - Tiunw+^^^^imu'^'w 
- ^^^y)^^^^"""^ - (^"*) + ^ '^^^""'^ - ^("*)^"' + i^^2 ~ T)l|r(u\pfc)|p. 
Substituting (2.3.22) and (2.3.23) into inequality (2.3.21), we obtain 
-^7(2-7) | | r (^ . ' ,P.) i r (2.3.24) 
Combining (2.3.17) with (2.3.24), we obtain the desired result. 
T h e o r e m 2.3.4[17] Let i? be a finite dimension space, then the sequence {u'^ } 
generated by the proposed inexact method converge to a solution of the problem 
(2.3.1). 
2.4. SOME ITERATIVE ALGORITHMS 
Let i7 be a real Hilbert space enddowed with the norm ||.|| and inner product (,). 
Let CB{H) be the family of nonempty closed and bounded subsets of H. Given 
single valued mappings N,rj : H x H ^ H, g : H -^ H, and set valued mappings 
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T,A : H ^ CB{H), we consider the problem of finding u ^ H,w £ T{u), and 
y e A{u) such that 
{N{w,y)M9{v),9{u)))+b{u,g{v))-b{u,g{u)) > OVt; 6 if (2.4.1) 
where b{.,.) : H x H ^ ^ satisfies the following properties: 
(i) b(.,.) is linear with respect to the first argument; 
(ii) b{.,.) is bounded, i.e., there exists a constant, 7 > 0 such that 
6(w,u)<7||w||||t;|| \fu,veH 
(iii) b{u,v) — b{u, w) < b{u,v — w), ^ u,v,w E H; 
(iv) for each fixed ue H, b{u,g{.)) : if -> 3? is convex. 
Problem (2.4.1) is called the completely generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear 
mixed variational-like inequality studied and introduced by Lu-Chuan Zeng et al. 
[158] in 2005. 
Some Special Cases: 
(a) li g = I and T]{V, U) = h(v) - h{u) where h : H ^ H, and b{u, v) = f{v) for 
all u,v e H where f : H -^ U, then problem (2.4.1) is equivalent to finding 
uE H, w E T(u) and y G A{u), such that 
{N{w,y),h{v) - h{u)) + f{v) - f{u) > 0 V y G if (2.4.2) 
which is called the generalized set-valued strongly nonhnear implicit varia-
tional inequaUty problem (see [65]). 
(b) If g = I and b{u,v) = 0, then problem (2.4.1) is equivalent to finding u e H, 
w e T{u), and y G A{u) such that 
{N{w, y),v{v, u))>OVveH (2.4.3) 
which is a special case of the generahzed quasi-variational-like inequality prob-
lem introduced by Yao [149]. It has been shown in [132] that the non convex 
nonmonotone and multi-valued problems arising in structural analysis can be 
formulated in terms of problem (2.4.3) Parida and Sen [130], Tian [145], Yao 
[151] and Cubiotti [24] have shown that many problems arising in optimization 
and economics can be studied by problem (2.4.3). 
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In brief for appropriate and suitable choice of the mapping N, T], g, T, A and the 
function b, one can obtain a number of known classes of variational inequalities and 
variational-like inequalities as special case from problem (2.4.1). 
Remark 2.4.1 [158] 
1. For arbitrary u,v e H, property (i) implies that —b{u,v) — b(—u,v) and 
property (ii) imphes that b{—u,v) < 7||u||||u||. Hence we have 
\b{u,v)\<j\\u\\\\v\\ 
for all u,veH and b{u,0) = 6(0,v)=0 for all u,veH. 
2. It follows from property (ii) and (iii) that for all u,v,w E: H, 
b{u,g{v)) - b{u,g{w)) < 7l|w||||£?(v) - g{w)\\ 
and b{u,g{w)) - b{u,g{v)) < 7||u||||p(t/;) - g{v)\\. 
\b{u,g{u) - b{u,g{w))\ < j\\u\\\\g{v) - g{w)\\iu,v,w e H 
. Therefore this imphes that g is Lipschitz continuous, then for each fixed 
u E H, b{u,g(v)) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to the argument v. 
In order to obtain our results, we need the following assumption and lemma. 
A s s u m p t i o n 2.4.1[158] The mappings N,r] : H x H -> H and g : H -^ H 
satisfy the conditions: 
(i) for all w,y E H there exists a constant r > 0, such that 
mw,y)\\<riM + \\y\\), 
(ii) r]{v,u) = -r){u,v), ^ u,v E H, 
(iii) for any given x,y,u G H, mapping v i-> {N{x,y),r)(u,g{v))) is concave and 
upper semicontinuous. 
L e m m a 2.4.1 [25] Let X be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Hausdorff 
linear topological space E and (/),'0 : X x X -^ 3fJ be mappings satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) il>{x,y) < (f){x,y)y x,y E X and i;(x,x) tO^ x e X, 
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(ii) for each x G X, 0(x, y) is upper semicontinuous w.r.t. y, 
(iii) for each y E X, the set {x E X : il){x, j/) < 0} is a convex set, 
(iv) there exists a nonempty compact set K c X and XQE K such that '^(^ ^o, y) < 
0, V ye X\K. Then there exists a.y e K such that 0(x, y) > 0 Vx G X. 
Auxiliary problem 2ind algorithm: 
Given u E H, w E T{u) and y G A{y), we consider the following problem P{u, w, y) 
find z G H such that 
(z.-v - z) > {u,v - z) - p{N{w,y),T]{g{v),g{z))) + pb{u,g{z)) - pb{u,g{v)) 
yveH (2.4.4) 
where p > 0 is constant. The problem P{u,w,y) is called the auxiliary problem 
for the completely generaUzed set-valued strongly nonlinear mixed variational-like 
inequality (2.4.1). 
T h e o r e m 2 . 4 . 1 [158] Let g : H ^ H be Lipschitz continuous with C > 0) 
Tj: H X H -^ H he Lipschitz continuous with constant S > 0 and the function 6(.,.) 
satisfy property (i)-(iv). If assumption (2,4,1) holds, then the auxiliary problem 
P{u, w, y) has a solution. 
A l g o r i t h m 2 . 4 . 1 [158] For given UQ e H,woe T{UQ) and yo € A{uo), let the 
sequences {wn}, {yn} and {u„} in H satisfy the following conditions: 
Wn e TiUn), \\Wn - W^+iW < (1 + -^)n{T{Un),T{Un+l)) 
n-\-l 
yn e A{Un), Ibn " yn+l\\ < (1 + — — ) ? ^ ( A ( u „ ) , A(Un+l)) (2.4.5) 
(Un+uV-Un+i) > {Un,V - Un+i) - p{N(Wn,yn),V{9iv), 9iUn+l))} 
+ pb{un, g{un+i) - pb{un,g{v)) 
for all v G i/, n = 0 , 1 , . . . where p > 0 is a constant. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 4 . 2 [ 1 5 8 ] Let g : H -^ H he Lipschitz continuous with constant 
C > 0 and strongly monotone with constant X>0, N: HxH-^H with a Lipschitz 
continuous w.r.t. the first and second arguments where Lipschitz coastants are 
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/? > 0, ^ > 0 respectively. Let A,T : H -^ CB{H) be Lipschitz continuous with 
Lipschitz constants /x, J^  > 0 respectively. Let A^  be strongly mixed monotone w.r.t. 
T and A with constant a > 0 and rj : H x H -> H he strongly monotone with 
constant a > 0 and Lipschitz continuous with constant 5 > 0. Suppose that the 
function b{.,.) satisfies properties (i)-(iv). If assumption (2.4.1) holds and there 
exists constant p > 0 such that 
_ y/l - 2A + C ^ + Cv/1 - 2^ + (^ ^ + <^C - 1 
^ + 2fc < 1, a > i i _ ^ + ^{{0u + C/i)2 - ^)4fc(l - k), (2.4.6) 
a - (1 - 2/e)7/(5 
ipu + ^nY - 72/52 
^{a - (1 - 2k)'yl5y - {{pi^ + i^f - 7V52)4fc(l - k) 
then there exists ?/, E H, w ^ T{u), y G A(u) satisfying the completely gen-
eralized set-valued strongly nonhnear mixed variational-like inequality (2.4.1) and 
u„ —>• u, Wn —> w and y,, —> y (n —>• 00) where the sequences {un}, {wn} and {?/„} 
are defined by Algorithm (2.4.1). 
E x a m p l e 2 . 4 . 1 ( 1 5 8 ] Let i / = 9?2 g^d for any x G ?R.^ let x = (xj, 2:2). Consider 
TV, 77 : 5R2 X Sft2 ^ 5?2_ j ' ^ ^ . 3^ 2 _^ CB(5ft2) and 6 : 5R2 ^ Sft2 _^ sft ^^ere 
g{x) = {xi - ~sinxuX2 - -sinx2) 
N{x,y) = 3y — X 
r]{x,y) = x-y 
T(.x) = [.xi,.Ti + l ] x { 0 } 
A{x) = [x] 
h{x,y) = {x,y) 
respectively. Then we have 
(i) g is Lipschitz continuous with constant ( = 7/6 and strongly monotone with 
constant A = 5/6, 
(ii) iV is a mixed Lipschitz continuous w.r.t. the first and second arguments with 
constant 0 = 1 and ^ = 1, 
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(iii) T and A are Lipschitz continuous with constants u = \ and /^  = 1, respectively, 
(iv) N is strongly mixed monotone w.r.t. T and A with constant a = 2, 
(v) r) is strongly monotone with constant a = 1 and Lipschitz continuoiis with 
6 = \, 
(vi) h satisfies properties (i)-(iv) with 7 = 1. 
After simple calculations, condition (2.4.6) reduces to 
1 0 < p < - and 13 
^ " 2 1 
16 
<2l' 
i.e., 0 '< p < 1/7. 
Definit ion 2.4.1 [158] Let T,A\ H -^ C{H) be set-valued mappings N : 
H X H —)• H and g : H —v H be single valued mappings. 
(i) N(.,.) is said to be 5-partially relaxed strongly monotone in first argimient 
with respect to T if there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
{N{uu.) - N{U2,.), 9{z) - giy)) - a\\g{x) - 5(z)||' 
yx,y,zeH,Ui eT{x),U2eT{y). 
Similarly, we can define the ^-partially relaxed strong monotonicity of iV(.,.) 
in second argument with respect to A. 
(ii) N{.,.) is said to be gf-strongly monotone in first argmnent with respect to T 
if there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
2 {N(m,.) - N{U2,.), g{x) - g{y)) > a\\g{x) - g{y)\\ 
yx,yeH,Ui&T{x),U2£T{y). 
(iii) N{., .)• is said to be (/-cocoercive in first argument with respect to T if there 
exists a constant /? > 0 such that 
|2 {N{m,.) - N{U2,.), g{x) - g{y)) > PlMm,.) - N{u2, 
\/x,yeH,uiET{x),U2eT{y). 
(iv) T is said to be H-continuous atxo e H if for each e>0, there a neighbourhood 
N{xo) of XQ such that 
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H(T(x),T(xo))<e, \/x e N{xo), 
where H(.,.) is the Hausdorff metric on C{H). 
If N{T{x),A{x)) = r(x) is the single-valued mapping, then the concept in (i) 
reduces to the concept of the ^-partially relaxed strongly monotonicity of Noor 
[112,113]. 
If N{u,v) = u for all u, V € i / and g is the identity mapping, then the concept 
in (i) was introduced by Noor [115]. We remark that if z = x in (i), then the g-
partially relaxed strongly monotonicity is exactly the ^-monotonicity for mappings. 
It is known that the cocoersiveness implies the partially relaxed strong monotonicity 
but the converse is not true. 
We can suggest the following predictor-corrector algorithm for solving the GNMVIP. 
Algor i thm 2.4.2[43] For given XQ € H,UQ e T{xo) and VQ € A{xo), compute 
the approximate solution (x„, Un, Vn) of the generalized nonlinear mixed variational 
inequality problem (GNMVIP) 
{Niu, v), g{y) - g{x))) + <l>{g{y)) - <i>{g{x)) > 0 V g{y) e H, (2.4.7) 
by the following iterative schemes: 
{fMN{un,Vn) + givn)"gM^Qiv)"givn)) + f^<f>{9{y)) - fj'(P{9{yn)) > 0 V g{y) e H 
(2.4.8) 
{PN{Cn, dn) + g{Zn) " ^(Z/n), Oiv) - 9{Zn)) + 0<P{9{y)) " /^^(^(^n)) > 0 V g{y) G H 
(2.4.9) 
{pN{en, fn) + 9{Xn+l) - 9{Zn),9{y) - 9{Xn+l)) + P<l>{9{y)) - P(l>{9{Xn+l)) > 0 
yg{y)eH (2.4.10) 
Un e T{Xn), \\Un+l - U„|| <E(T(Xn+l),T(Xn)) 
Vn e A{Xn),' \\Vn+l - Vn\\ <E{A{Xn+l), A{Xn)) 
Cn e T{yn), \\Cn+l - Cn\\ <H(T( j / „+ i ) , r ( y „ ) ) 
dn e A{yn), \\dn+i - dn\\ <H(>l(y„+i), A(y„)) 
e„ e T{zn), \\en+i - enll <H(r(2;„+i),T(z„)) 
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fn e A{zn), ll/n+1 " fn\\ <H(A(^„+i), A(z„)) for all n = 0,1,2,.. .(2.4.11) 
where n,P,p>0 are constants,and H is a Hausdroff metric on C{H). 
If 0 is a proper convex and lower semicontinuous functional on H, then Algorithm 
(2.4.2) can be rewritten as follows: 
A l g o r i t h m 2.4.3[43] For a given XQ e H,uoe T{xo) and VQ e A{XQ), compute 
{xn, Vm, Vn) by the following iterative schemes: 
giVn) = 4'^^M^n) - fiN{Un,Vn)] • • • (2.4.12) 
9{Zn) = 4'^%{yn)-pN{Cn,dn)] • • • (2.4.13) 
g{xn+i) = Jp^ *(-)[p(^ n) - P(e„, /„) ] . . . (2.4.14) 
Ur, e T{Xn), \\Un+l - Un\\ < H ( r ( x „ + i ) , r ( x „ ) ) 
Vn e A{Xn), \\Vn+l - U„|| <E{A{Xn+l), A{Xn)) 
cn e T{yn), \\cn+i - c„|| <H(r(y„+i), r(t/„)) 
dn e A{yn), IMn+1 " dn\\ <H(A(y„+i), A(yn)) 
e„ e T{zn), \\en+i - enll <H(r(z„+i),r(z„)) 
fn e Aizn), ||/„+i - /nil <H(A(^„+l), >l(z„)) for all 
n = 0,l,2, (2.4.15) 
where J^ *^ '^^  = {I + M^0(-))~^ is the resolvent operator associated with the subdif-
ferential d(j)(.) and u,P,p> 0 axe constants. 
Algor i thm 2.4.4[43] For given XQ e H,UOE T{XO) and VQ e A{xo). Compute 
the approximate solution (a;„, u„, Vn) of the generalized mixed variational inequahty 
problem 
{N{u,v),y -x) + (f>{y) - (/.(x) > 0 V y G / / (2.4.16) 
by the following iterative schemes: 
{fxN{un, Vn) +yn~Xn,y- yn) + M0(y) - At0(yn) > 0 M y ^ H (2.4.17) 
{PN{cn,dn) + zn~yn,y- Zn) + I3(j){y) - P(P{zn) > 0 W y E H (2.4.18) 
{pN{en, fn) + Xn+1 - Zn,y - Xn+i) + p(f>{y) - p(p{xn+i) > 0 \f y e H (2.4.19) 
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Un e T{Xn), \\Un+l - U„|| < H ( r ( x „ + i ) , T ( x „ ) ) 
Vn e A{Xn), \\Vn+l - Vn\\ <H(A(Xn+l ) , A(x„ ) ) 
Cn e T{yn), \\cn+i - c„|| <H(T(t/„+i), T(yn)) 
dn e A(yn), \\dn+l - dn\\ < H ( A ( y n + l ) , >l(yn)) 
6n+l 6n 
/„ G A(z„), ||/„+x - /nil <H(A(z„+i), A(z„)) for all n = 0,1,2, . . .(2.4.20) 
where n,P,p>0 are constants. The Algorithm (2.4.2) improve and generalize the 
Algorithm (2.4.2)-(2.4.4) of Noor [97,142]. 
L e m m a 2 .4 .2 [43 ] Let {x,u,v) be a exact solution of the GNMVIP (2.4.7) and 
{xn}, {un} and {u„} be the sequences of approximate solutions of the GNMVIP 
(2.4.7) generated by the algorithm (2.4.2). If N{.,.) is ^-partially relaxed strongly 
monotone in the first and second arguments w.r.t. T and A with constants a > 0 
and 7 > 0 respectively. Then 
\\9{xn^,) -g{x)f < | | 5 ( x „ ) - ^ ( x ) | p - ( l - 2 p ( a + 7))| |5(x„^.l)-p(^n)||^ (2.4.21) 
||5(^„) - 9{x)r < ||5(z„-i) - 9{x)f - (1 - 2^(a + 7))lb(^n) - p(yn)||^ (2.4.22) 
ll^(yn) - 9{x)r < |b(y„-i) - 9ixW - (1 - 2/i(a + 7))||^(y„) - 9{xn)f, (2.4.23) 
T h e o r e m 2 . 4 . 3 Let /f be a finite dimensional Hilbert space, T,A: H ^ C{H) 
be H-continuous set-valued mapping and N : H x H -^ H and 9 : H ^ H axe 
continuous single valud mappings such that 9 is invertible. Let (f): H ^ (—oo,+oo] 
be lower semicontinuous. Suppose that N{.,.) is G-partially relaxed strongly mono-
tone in first- and second arguments w.r.t. T and A with constants a > 0 and 7 > 0 
respectively, and the solution set (2.4.7) of GNMVIP (2.4.7) is nonempty. Then for 
any given XQ G H,UO E T{XO) and VQ 6 A{XQ) the iterative sequences {x„}, {un} and 
{vn} defined by the algorithm (2.4.2) with 0 < p, /?, /i < /^^ ^^  ) converge strongly to 
a solution (x,u,v) of the GNMVIP (2.4.7). 
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CHAPTER-III 
VECTOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X and Y be two real Banach space K C Xhea. nonempty, closed and convex 
set and C C y be a closed, convex and pointed cone with apex at the origin. Recall 
that C is said to be a closed, convex and pointed cone with apex at the origin iff C 
is closed and the following conditions hold: 
(i) AC C C 
(ii) C + CCP 
(iii) Cn ( -C ) = {0} 
A vector variational inequality (for short W I ) in a finite-dimensional Euclidean 
space was introduced first by Giannessi [51]. This is a generaUzation of a scalar 
variational inequality to the vector case by virtue of multi-criterion consideration 
throughout the last twenty years of development, existence theorem of solutions of 
VVI in various situations have been studied by many authors. At the same time W I 
has found many of its applications in vector optimization [20,154] approximate vec-
tor optimization [19], vector equilibria [15,55,84] and vector traffic equihbria [153]. 
Inspired and motivated by above research works, in this chapter the gap function for 
a new class of generalized vector variational inequaUties with point-to-set mappings 
(for short G W I ) is introduced and the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
(GWI) are established. In order to the existence of solutions for the G W I we also 
introduce the concept of r) — h — C(x)-pseudomonotonocity. Also in this chapter a 
more general vector version of Minty's lemma is obtained and two kinds of vector 
variational like inequalities for set-value mappings which are extensions of the corre-
sponding vector variational like inequalities in [76,83] are considered. We show the 
existence of solutions of a kind of vector variational like inequalities with set valued 
mappings under certain pseudomonotonocity condition. By using the vector version 
of Minty lemma and the vector variational like inequality, we prove the existence 
of the solutions to another type of vector variational like inequalities with compact 
valued mappings under certain hemicontinuity conditions. The results presented in 
this chapter extend and verify corresponding results of [76,83]. 
The role of generalized monotonicity of the operator in vector variational in-
equality problems corresponds to the role of generalized convexity of the objective 
function in the optimization problem. A significant generalized of convex functions 
is that of invex functions introduced by Hanson[57]. For further developments in 
this directions Weir and Mond [146] and Noor[98] has pointed out that the con-
cept of invexity plays exactly the same role in variational like inequality problems 
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as the classical convexity plays in variational inequality problems. Recently, Ruiz-
Garzon et al[138] established relationship between vector variational like inequality 
and optimization problems, under the assumptions of pseudo-invexity. However, 
Ruiz-Garzon et al[138] have obtained some results without invexity assumption on 
the underlying set while discussing variational like inequality problems. 
Recently Noor[121] has studies some properties of the a-preinvex fimctions and 
their differentials. Motivated by the work of Noor[121], we estabUsh various relation-
ship between variational like inequality problems and vector optimization problems. 
3.2. STRONG VECTOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
IN BANACH SPACES 
Given C G F, we can define a rations " <c " and " T^C " as follows "x<cj/" 
^ y ~ X e C and x^cV <=> j / - a; ^ C If " <c " is a partial order, then 
(y, <c) is called a Banach Space ordered by C. Let L{X, Y) denote the space of all 
continuous linear maps from X into Y and f : K ^ L{X, Y) be a nonUnear mapping. 
Def in i t ion 3 .2 .1 [50] The (weak) vector variational inequality (for short WI ) 
consists in finding a vector x £ K, such that 
{fx,y-x)y^i„tcO, \f y£K. 
where intC denotes the interior of C and a •^tntc b means b — a^ intC 
T h e o r e m 3.2 .1 [50] Let K be a nonempty compact convex subset of a real 
Banach space X,Y he a, real Banach space ordered by a non empty convex cone C 
with apex at origin and intC ^ 0. Suppose that f : K -^ L(X, Y) is a nonlinear 
mapping such that for every y e K, the set {x e K : {fx, y - x) <c\{{o} 0} is open 
in K. Then problem SWI is solvable. 
Example 3.2.1 [50] hetX = ^,K = [0,1], y = 3?2 C = 3fJV, fuf2:K-^R 
be two continuous increasing functional such that /i(x) > 0 and f2{x) > 0 for all 
xeK, and fx=( ^.^^^'> J, \fx e K 
Obviously, f : K ^ L(X,Y) is continuous and monotone in the sense that 
{fx - fy,x -y) > 0 for all x,y e K. By a simple computation, it is easy to see 
that for each yeK,{xeK {fx, y - x) <c\{o} 0} = (y, 1] and so is open in K. 
If X is reflexive, the compactness of K in Theorem 3.2.1 can be replaced by 
the additional condition of weak coercivity. In what follows, for given s e F* and 
/ € L{X,Y), consider sol e X* a& {sol,x) ^ s({l,x)). 
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T h e o r e m 3 .2 .2 (50 ] Let K he a, nonempty unbounded closed convex subset of 
s real reflexive Banach space X,Y he a. real Banach space ordered by a nonempty 
convex cone C with its apex at the origin and interior C 7^  $ . Let f : K ^ L{X, Y) 
he a continuous nonlinear mapping. Suppose that there exist XQ £ K and s G {/ e 
Y* : (/, c) > 0, Vc 6 C\{0}} such that 
( s o / ( a ; ) - s o / ( x o ) , x - x o ) / | | a ; - x o | | ->• 00 (3.2.1) 
whenever x e K and |la;|| -4 00. Then problem S W I is solvable. 
R e m a r k 3 . 2 . 1 [50] Condition (3.2.1) is called the weak coerecivity condition in 
[23]. As pointed out by Chen and Yang [23], the weak coerecivity condition coincides 
with the usual coerecivity condition HY = R. Theorems (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) present 
the solvability of S W I s without monotonicity. In the following, we prove the solv-
ability of a S W I under suitable generalized monotonicity by using the classical Ky 
Fan lemma. First we give some concepts and lemmas. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 .2 .2 [50 ] A mapping f -. K -¥ L{X,Y) is said to be pseudomono-
tone if for any x,y E K, 
{fx, y~x) ^c\{o} 0 ^ {fy, y - x) >c 0. 
R e m a r k 3 . 2 . 2 [ 5 0 ] The pseudomonotonocity in the definition (3.2.2) is stronger 
than the one in the common sense: 
{fx, y-x) ^c\{0} 0 =^ {fy, y - x) tc\{o} 0. 
E x a m p l e 3 . 2 . 2 [ 5 0 ] Let X = y = SR^ , / r = C = 3?^ and / : /C -4 L{X, Y) be 
define b y / x = (^  ^J + ^ ^ 2 ^ 2 ) ' Vx = (x^.x^) € iC 
L e t x H . . x . ) , . = ( . . , . ) e ; . a n d ( / x , . - x ) = ( | - ^ ^ ) [ ^ ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
0., Vx = (xi,X2) G K 
The above inequality implies that yi + 2/2 > xi + X2 : It follows that (/y, y — x) 
(yi + l ) [2 / i+y2-(x i+X2)] ^ 
(2/2 + 2)iyi + y2 - (xi + X2)] j 
Hence / is pseudomonotone. 
> c 0. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 3 [ 5 0 ] A mapping f : K -^ L{X,Y) is said to be hemicontinous 
if for any given x,y £ K the mapping t »->• {fx + t{y — x),y-x) is continuous at O"*". 
L e m m a 3 . 2 . 1 [50] Let K he a. nonempty closed convex subset of a real Banach 
space X, Y he a, real Banach space ordered by a pointed closed convex cone C 
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with its apex at origin and intC ^ 0. Let f : K ^ L(X, Y) be a hemicountinous 
pseudomonotone mapping. Then for any given XQ E K. 
{fxo, y - xo) ^c\{o} 0 Vy G K 
if and only if 
{fy,y-xo)>cO yyeK. 
Proof. Let XQ € K such that 
{fxo,y - Xo) ^c\{o} 0 V y € iiT 
sine / is pseudomonotone, 
{fy,y-xo)>cO "iyeK. 
Conversely, suppose that 
{fy,y-xo)>cO WyGK. 
For any y e K,\et z = ty+ {l- t)xQ e K ,te[0,l]. Substitling z = ty + {l- t)xo 
in to the above inequality, we have 
t{f{xo + t(y - Xo)), y - xo)>cO. 
The hemicontinuity of / implies that 
{fxo,y-xo)>cO yyeK. 
Hence 
{fxo,y- XQ) ^C\{0} 0 Vy G K 
The proof is complete. 
3.3. GAP FUNCTIONS AND EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS 
Let K he a, nonempty compact subset of topological vector space X and Y 
another topological vector space. Let L{X, Y) be the space of all continuous hnear 
mappings from X to y and which is denoted by {t, x) the values of linear operator 
t e L{X, y) at a; G X. Further more, let C C K be a pointed, closed and convex 
cone in Y with apex at the origin and intC ^ 0. Assume F : K -^ 2^( '^^ ) is a point 
to set mapping and f : K -^ L(X, Y),T] : K X K -^ K and h : K x K -¥ Y axe 
two vector valued functions, satisfying 77(2:, x) = 0 and h{x, x) = 0 for each x e K 
respectively. In this section Jim Li et al. [85] have considered the following three 
generalized vector variational inequality problems (for short GWI). Find x* £ K 
and t* G F{x*) such that 
{t*,r]{y, x*)) + h{y, x*) 0 -intC{x*) y yeK (3.3.1) 
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find X* eK and t* G F{x*) such that 
( r , 7?(y, X*)) + /i(y, X*) ^ - C \ { 0 } ^ y^K (3.3.2) 
find 2* G X such that V yeK 3 r (y ) e F{x*) such that 
{t'{y)My^x*)) + h{y,x*) i -into y yeK (3.3.3) 
The following problems are special cases of G W I 
(i) r/(a;,y) = x - t/ and h(x,y) = 0 for aay x,y e K then (3.3.1), (3.3.2)and (3.3.3) 
reduce to (3.3.4), (3.3.5) and (3.3.6) respectively, which have been studied by Yang 
and Yao in [155]. 
Find X* eK and t* G F{x*) such that 
{t',y- X*) ^ -intC "i yeK (3.3.4) 
Find X* eK and t* e F{x*) such that 
{t\y-x*)^-C/{0} y yeK (3.3.5) 
Find X* eK such that y € K3t*{y) e F{x*) such that 
{t*{y),y - X*) ^ -into W yeK (3.3.6) 
(ii) li F : K ^ 2^(^'^) is a single valued mapping r]{x, y) = x - y and h{x, y) = 
f{x) — f{y) for any x,y 6 K, where f : K -^ Y is a vector valued function, then 
(3.3.1) and (3.3.3) reduce to (3.3.7) and (3.3.2) reduce to (3.3.8). 
Find X* e K such that 
{f{x*),v{y,X*)) + h{y,X*) e -intC(x*) \/ y e K (3.3.7) 
Find X* e K such that 
{f{x%r]{y,X*)) + %,X*) e intC(x*) V y e K (3.3.8) 
R e m a r k 3 . 3 . 1 [85] It is easy to see that any solution of the GWI(3.3.2) is a 
solution of the GVVI(3.3.1), and any solution of the GWI(3.3.1). But the converse 
is not true in general. 
In the rest of this section let, Y be an n-dimensional vector space $ft", let 
SR% = {{xi,X2,...Xn) eW:Xi>0,i = l,2,...n} 
be the non-negative orthant of 3?" and let C — 3?"+. Next, we will introduce the 
concept of gap functions for the G W I with point-to-set mappings. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 3 . 1 [85] Consider the G W I . Let Ki be the domain of the G W I . 
A function cj) : Ki -¥ R is said to be a gap function for the G W I if it is satisfied 
the following properties: 
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(i) 0(x)<O, Vxei^i; 
(ii) (t){x*) = 0, if and only if x* solves the GWI. 
Let x,y e K and t e F{x). Denote 
(t, r/(y, x)) + h{y, x) = {[{t, r]{y, x)) + h{, xy)]i, ...[{t, r]{y, x)) + h{y, x)]„); 
i.e. [{t,T]{y,x)) + h{y,x)]„ is the ith component of {t,•q{y,x)) + h{y,x), i—l,2, ...n. 
Now, we define two mappings (p : K x L{X, 3?") ->• R and ip : K ^U as follows: 
(Pi{x, t) = minmax {{t, r]{y, x)) + h{y, x))i, 
ip{x) = max{(pi{x,t)\t G T(x)}. 
Since iC and F(x) are compact, (p{x) is well define. Again since rj{x, x) = h{x, x) — 0 
for any x E K and t € F(x), it is easy to see that 
(pi{x,t) = rmnmax{{t,r}{y,x)) + %.x))i < 0. 
T h e o r e m 3.3.1 [85] The function </?(x) define by (3.3.10) is a gap function for 
the GWI(3.3.1) 
Proof (i) Since 
ipi{x, t)<0 y xe K andte F{x) 
we have 
V?(x) = max{(^i(x,i)|i e F(x)} < 0, V x e K. 
(u) Iiip{x*) = 0, then there exists t* e F{x*) such that (pi{x*, t*) — 0. Consequently, 
we obtain 
minmax ((t*, T}(y, x*)) + h(y, x*))i = 0. 
It follows that, for any y £k 
max{{t*My,x*)) + h{y,x*))i>0. 
which implies that, for any y E K, 
{{t\r){y,x*)) + h{y,x*))^-intW. 
i.e., X* is a solution of the GWI (3.3.1). Conversely, if x* solves the GWI(3.3.1), 
then there exists t* G F{x*) such that 
((r,r/(y,x*)) + h{y,x*)) ^ -intW^ ^y G K. 
from which it follows that for any y E K, 
max {{t*, T](y, x*)) + h{y, x*))i > 0. 
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Thus we have 
ipi{x*X) = imiimwc{{t*,r}{y,x*)) + h{y,x*))i > 0. 
yeiv l<i<n 
Now, (3.3.11) and (3.3.12) imply that 
<^i(x*,O = 0. 
Again from (3.3.11), we obtain 
Mx*,t)<o, yteF{x*). 
Since 
ip{x*) = max{¥?i(x*,t)|t e F{x*)}, 
it follows from (pi{x*,t*) = 0 that (p{x*) = 0. This completes the proof. 
Prom Remark 3.3.1 and Theorem 3.3.1, it is easy to see the following result holds. 
Corollary 3.3 .1 [85] If x* is a solution of the GWI (3.3.2), then ip{x*) = 0. 
Furthermore, Theorem 3.3.1 presented in [155] is a special case of Theorem(3.3.1). 
Corollary 3.3.2 [155] The function ip{x) = 0 defined by (3.3.10) is a gap 
function for the VVI(3.3.4). Next we will consider the gap function for the GWI 
(3.3.4). First, for x e K, denote 
B^ = {t\t: K -> F{x)}, 
i.e., Bx is the set of all operators t from K to F{x). Let x E K and t £ Bx, then 
t{y)eFix), \fyeK. 
As function (pi and ip define by (3.3.9) and (3.3.10), respectively, we define two 
mappings ipi* : K x L{X, 3?") -> R and ip* : K -^U as follows: 
<fii (x*, t*) = mmmax {{t{y),ri{y, x)) + h{y, x))i, 
y&K l<.i<.n 
(p*{x) = ma.x{(pi{x,t)\t e Bx}. 
T h e o r e m 3.3.2[85] The function ip*{x) define by (3.3.13) is a gap function for 
the GWI (3.3.3) 
Proof, (i) It is clear that 
ipi{x,t) = mmmax({t{y),r]{y,x))+h{y,x))i<0, VxeK t e Bx 
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and hence 
ip*{x) = max{(pi(x, t)\t e T(x)} < 0, V x e K. 
(ii)If (p*{x*) = 0, then there exists t* £ Bx' such that (pi*{x*,t*) = 0. Consequently 
we obtain 
mi^m^((r(y),7;(y,x*)) + h{y,x*))i - 0, 
It follows that for any y £ K 
m^J,{t*{y),v{y,^')) + h{y,x*))i > 0, 
which implies that, for any y E K 
{t*{y),riiy,x*)) + h{y,x*))i ^ -inm\, 
i.e., X* is a solution of the GVVI(3.3.3).Conversely assume x* solves the GWI (3.3.3) 
since x* is a solution of the GWI(3.3.3), for any y £ K, there is t*{y) € T*{x) such 
that 
{t*iy)My,^*)) + h{y,x*))i i -intW+, 
from which it follows that 
m^{{t*{y),r}{y,x*)) + h{y,x*))i > 0, 
Thus an operator t* from K to F{x*) has been defined. Then t* G Bx* and 
m^{{t*iy),r}{y,x*)) + h{y,x*))i > 0, \/y € K 
l < i < n 
Hence, 
iflix*,t*) = mxnm^{{t*{y),r){y,x*)) + h{y,x*))i > 0. 
Thus (3.3.14) and (3.3.15) imply that 
^lix*,t*)^0 
Again by (3.3.14), we have 
(pl{x*,t*)<0 yteBx'. 
Since 
(p*ix*) = max{ipl{x*,t) : t e Bx')}, 
it follows from ipl{x*,t*) = 0 that <^ *(x*) = 0. This completes the proof. 
Prom Remark (3.3.1) and Theorem (3.3.2), it is easy to see following result holds. 
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C o r o l l a r y 3 .3 .3 [85] If x ' is a solution of the GWI(3.3.1) or the GWI(3.3.2) 
then (/?*(x*) = 0. 
Purhermore, Theorem (3.3.2) presented in [155] is a special case of Theorem 
(3.3.2). 
CorollEiry 3 . 3 . 4 [155] The function (p*{x) define by (3.3.13) is a gap function 
for the VVI(3.3.6) 
L e m m a 3 . 3 . 1 [85] If / is selection of F on X then every solution of the W I 
(3.3.7) is a solution of GWI(3.3.1). 
Proof Supose x* e K is a solution of the VVI (3.3.7) Then, 
{f{x*),v{y, X*)) + h{y, X*)) ^ -intC{x*) Vy G K. 
Let t* — fix*). Since / is a selection of F on K, we obtain t* e F{x*) and 
{t*My, X*)) + hiy, X*)) i -intC{x*) Vy G K. 
That is to say x* £ K is & solution of the GWI(3.3.1). 
Now, we introduce the following r] — h — C{x) — pseudomonotonodty. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 .3 .2 [85 ] (i) / is said to be rj — h — C{x) — pseudomonotonodty. if, 
for every pair of points x,y e K, we have that {f{x), r}{y, x)) + h{y, x)) ^ -intC{x) 
implies that {f{y),ri{y,x)) + h{y,x)) ^ -intC{x) 
(ii) F is said to be 77 — /i — C{x) —pseudomonotonodty. if, for every pair of points 
x,yeK, and for all t' e F{x) and t" e F{y), we have that {f,ri{y,x)) + h{y,x)) ^ 
-intC{x) implies that {t",r){y,x)) + h{y,x) ^ —intC{x). 
R e m a r k 3 . 3 . 2 [85] If r}{y,x) = y - x and h{y,x) = 0 Wx,y e K, then the 
T] — h — C{x) — pseudomonotonodty. reduces to the C{x) — pseudomonotonodty 
defined in [72]. 
L e m m a 3 .3 .2 [85 ] Let / be a selection of F on ii'. U F is T] - h - C{x) -
pseudomonotonic , then / is also rj — h — C{x) — pseudomonotonic. 
L e m m a 3 . 3 . 3 [85] Let y be a topological vector space with pointed, closed and 
convex cone C such that intC ^ 0. Then ^x,y,z 6 Y, we have x — y e —C and 
X ^  —intC —> y ^ —intC. 
R e m c i r k 3 .3 .3 [85 ] It is easy to prove that h(x,y) is C(x)-convex with respect 
to X if and only if for any given y ^ K, 
n n 
vCl2^iXi,y) e YlUr]{xuy) - C{x) 
1=1 t = i 
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for all XieK and i, G [0, l](i = 1,2,..., n) with Z7=i U^l. Also, T){X, y) is affine 
w. r. t. X iff for any given y E: K, 
n n 
'nQ^tiXuy) ^Yl^ivixuy) 
t = i 1=1 
for all XiEK and U e^{i= 1,2,...,n) with Z7=iUxi 6 K and Er=iti = l. 
Definit ion 3.3.3[85] LetW -.X ^2^ be point-to-set mapping. The graph of 
W, denoted by Graph{W), is 
Graph{W) = {{x, z) e X xY : x e X,z e W{x)}. 
T h e o r e m 3.3.3[85] Let X and Y be two real Hausdroflf topological vector 
spaces, and let iC be a nonempty weakly compact and convex subset of X. Let 
C : K -^ 2^ he a. point-to-set mapping such that for each x E K, C(x) is a point 
, closed and convex cone in Y with appex at the origin and intC{x) ^ 0. Let 
f :K ^ L{X, Y), r): K xK -^ K and h:K xK -^Y. Assume that the following 
conditions hold: 
(i) r]{x, x) = h{x, x) = 0 for each x e K; 
(ii) T}(y, x) is affine with respect to y, h{y, x) is C(y)-convex with respect to y; 
(iii) 'q{y, x) and h{y, x) are continous with respect to x; 
(iv) f isT] — h — C{x) — pseudomonotonic and hemicontinous with respect to rj on 
{v) W : K ^ Y is defined by W{x) = Y\{-intC(x)), such that the graph 
GraphW of W is weakly closed in X xY. 
Then, the VVI (3.3.7) has a solution. 
First we give the following lemma 
L e m m a 3.3.4[85] If all conditions in Theorem 3.3.3 hold, then the W I (3.3.7) 
is equivalent to the following VVI: 
find X* e K such that 
{f{y),r}{y,X*)) + h{y,X*)) ^ -intC{x*) Vy G K. (3.3.8) 
Proof Since f is rj — h — C{x) — pseudomonotonic, it is easy to see that every 
solution of the WI(3.3.7) is also a solution of VVI(3.3.8). Conversely, let x* € K 
be a solution of the VVI(3.3.8), then 
im, V{y, X*)) + h{y, X*)) ^  -intC{x*) Vy e K. 
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For any given y ^ K and t € (0,1), set j/t = (1 - t)x* + ty. It follows that 
{f{yt)Myu X*)) + h{yt, X*)) i -intC{x*). (3.3.9) 
Since r}{y,x) is affine with respect to y, h{y,x) in C(y)-convex with respect to y, 
and T]{x, x) = /i(x, x) = 0 for each x E K -we get 
{{fiVt), viVt, X*)) + Km, X*))} - t{{f{ytU{yt, x*)) + h{y, X*))} 
= {{f{yt)Myt,x*))+h{yuX*))}-t{{{f{yt)MyuX*))+h{y,x*))} 
- (1 - t){{f{yt)Mx\x*)) + h{x\x*))} e -C{x*) (3.3.10) 
By Lemma 3.3.4, it follows from (3.3.9) and (3.3.10) that 
t{{f{yt)Myt,x*)) + h{yt,x*))} ^ -intC{x*). 
Since C{x*) is convex cone, we have 
{{f{yt)Myt,x*)) + h{yt,x*))} ^ -intCix*). 
i.e., 
{fiyt)Myu X*)) + h{y, X*)) € W{x*) (3.3.11) 
Again since / is hemicontinous with respect to 77 on K and W{x*) is weakly closed, 
from (3.3.11), we obtain 
{f{x*),v{yt,x*)) + h{yt,x*))eW{x*) as t ^ 0, 
that ot say, x* is a solution of the WI(3.3.7). This complete the proof. 
Definit ion 3.3.4[157] Let X, Y be two real Banach spaces and L{X,Y) be 
the space of all linear and continous operators of X into Y. A bifunction A^(.,.) : 
L{X, Y) X L{X, Y) -> L{X, Y) is called continous in the first argument if for any 
x,yeL{X,Y) 
\\N{x,.)-N(y,.)\\-^0 as | | x - y | | - ^ 0 . 
In a similar way, we can define the continuity of N in the second argument. 
L e m m a 3.3 .5(Nadler[94]) Let {X, ||.||) be a normed vector space and H be 
a Hausdroff metric on the collection C(x) of all closed and bounded subset of X, 
induced by a metric d in termes of d{x, y) = ||x — 2/||, which is defined by 
H{A,B) = max]supinf | |x -y | | , sup inf ||x - t/|| I , 
for A and B in C{x), if A and B are compact sets in X then for each x e A, 
there exists y e B such that ||x - y|| < H{A, B) 
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L e m m a 3 . 3 . 6 ( M i n t y ' s l e m m a ) [157] Let X be a reflexive real Banach 
space, K a nonempty closed convex subset of X and X* the dual of X. Lat F : 
K —^ X* he a monotone and hemicontinous operator. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a)there exists an XQ £ K such that 
( F ( x o ) , y - x o ) > 0 
for ally e K (b)there exists an XQ e K such that 
{F{y),y-xo)>0 
for all y E K. 
3.4. VARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALITY PROBLEMS 
The following convention for equalities and inequalities will be used throughout 
this chapter. If a: = (2:1, X2, x, ....x„) and y = (yi, j/2, ....2/„) G 5R", we denote 
x <y iSxi <yi Vi = 1,2,•,n; 
X <y iSxi <yi Vi = 1,2, •,n withx ^ y 
X <y iSxi < yi Vi = 1,2, •, n; and 
X •^y is a negation of x < y 
let X be a nonempty subset of 3?" ,5 : X x X -> 3?" be a continuous map and 
a : X X X -^ 5R+\{0} be a bifunction. First of all, we recall some known results 
and concepts, see Noor [121]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 4 . 1 [92] A subset X is said to be an a - invex set, if there 
g-.XxX^^", a(x,u) : X x X -^ R+ such that 
u + Xa{x,u)g{x,u) eX, \/x,ueX, AG [0,1]. 
It is well known that the a — invex set may not be convex sets, see Noor [121]. 
Prom now onward we assume that the set Xis a nonempty, closed and a — invex 
set with respect to a{.,.) and g{., .)unless otherwise specified. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 4 . 2 [ 9 2 ] The function j on the a —invex set is said to a—preinvex 
function, if there exist g : X x X -^W, a{x, u) : X x X ^ ^+ such that 
j{u + Xa{x,u)g{x,u) < (1 - X)j{u) + Xj{x), \/x, ueX, Xe [0,1]. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 3 .4 .3 [92 ] Let j : X cdi"" -^W hea differentiable function with a 
p X n matrix as its Jacobian. The function j is said to be 
(a) a — invex if and only if there exist functions a : X x X —^ ^+\{0} and g : 
X X X -^ 3R", such that 
j{y) - j{x) > {a{y, x)Vj{x),g{y, x)), V x, y e X; 
(b) strictly a — invex if and only if there exist functions a : X x X ^ 5R+\{0} and 
p : X X X ->• 3f?", such that 
j{y)-j{x) > {a{y,x)Vj{x),g{y,x)), \/ x,y e X, x^y; 
(c) pseudo-a — invex if and only if there exist functions a : X x X —>• 3?+\{0} and 
p : X X X ^ 3R", such that 
Jiv) < J{x) -^ ("(y. x)Vj{x),g{y, x)) < 0, V x, y € X, x 7^  y; 
Note that if a{y,x) = 1 then definition (3.4.1)-(3.4.3)reduces to the one in [57,137] 
Let X C 3fJ" be an a — invex nonempty subset of 5R" and two continuous maps 
J : X ^ 31?" and ^ : X X X ^ 3fi" and a : X X X -^ 5R+\{0} be a bifunc-
tion. The variational-like inequahty problem (VLIP) is to find a point x € X such 
thatp(y,x)^F(x) > 0, V y € X. 
A vector variational-like inequality problem (VVLIP) is to find a point x G X 
such that there exist no y G X such that J{x)g{y, x) < 0. 
A weak vector variational-like inequality problem (WVLIPP) is to find a point x G X 
such that there exist no y G X such that J{x)g{y, x) < 0. 
We consider the following generalized forms of vector variational-like inequality prob-
lems: 
(GWLIP) A generalized vector variational-like inequahty problems is to find a point 
X G X such that there exists no y G X such that {a{y,x)J{x),g{y,x)) < 0. 
(GWVVLIP) A generalized weak vector variational-like inequality problems, is to 
find a point x G X such that there exist no y G X such that {a{y, x)J{x), g{y, x)) < 
0. 
R e m a r k 3 . 4 . 1 [92] Notice that if a{y, x) = 1, then the (GWLIP) and (GWVVLIP) 
reduce to the (WLIP) and (WWLIP) studied in Garzon et al.[72] 
It is well known that in multi-objective optimization problems, the objective fimc-
tions are conflicting in nature and can not be combined into a single objective.In 
this sense we must understand the concept of efficient solutions. 
Let j : 9?" -^ R^, the vector optimization problem (VOP) is to find the efficient 
points for 
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(VOP) V-min/(a;) subject to x e X. 
Definit ion 3.4.4[92] A point x e X is said to be efficient (Pareto),if there 
exist noy e X such that j{y) < j{x). 
Definit ion 3.4.5 [92] A point x e X is said to be weakly efficient,if there exist 
no y G X such that j{y) < j{x). 
T h e o r e m 3.4.1 [92] Let j : X C U"" ^ W he differentiate function on X. 
U J = Vj.then j is -a — invex with respect to a and rj.li x solves the generaUzed 
vector variational like inequaUty problem (GWLIP) with respect to the same a and 
77 is a weakly efficient solution to vector optimization problem (VOP) then x is an 
efficient solution to the vector optimization problem(VOP). 
Proof. Suppose x G X is not an efficient point to (VOP)then there exist y G X 
such that j{y) - j{x) < 0. 
Since j is a — invex with respect to a and 77 we have ensured that 3 y 6 X, 
such that 
{a{y,x)j{x),g{y,x)) < 0; 
therefore x can not be a solution to the generalized vector variational-like inequaUty 
problem (GWLIP). This contradiction leads to the result. 
T h e o r e m 3.4.2[92] Let j : X CU"" -^ W he a differentiable function on X. 
If J = V^',then —j is strictly-a — invex with respect to a and g. If x is weakly 
efficient solution to the vector optimization problem (VOP) then x also solves the 
generalized vector variational-like inequality problem (GWLIP). 
Proof. Suppose that x is a weakly efficient solution to (VOP), but does not solve 
the (GWLIP). Then there exists a y G X such that {a{y, x)Vj{x),g{y, x)) < 0. By 
the strictly a — invexity of —j with respect to a and g, we have 
j{y)-3{x) < {a{y,x)Vj{x),g{y,x)) < 0; 
therefore 3y e X such that j{y) < j(x), with contradicts x being a weakly efficient 
solution to the (VOP). 
Since every efficient solution to (VOP) is weakly efficient solution to (VOP), 
from the above theorem, we can get the following result. 
Corollary 3.4 .1 [92] Let j : X C 3?" ->• 3?^  be a differentiable function on X. If 
J = Vj,then —j is strictly-a-invex with respect to a and g. If x is efficient solution 
to the vector optimization problem (VOP) then x also solves the generalized vector 
variational-like inequality problem (GWLIP). 
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T h e o r e m 3.4.3[92] Let j : X c 3?" -> 3RP be a difigreirfTafcfe=fKction on X. 
If J = Vj, and X be a weakly efficient solution to the vector optimization problem 
(VOP) then x also solves the generalized weakly vector variational-like inequality 
problem (GWWLIP). 
If j is a pseudo—a — invex with respect to a and g and x is also solves the 
generalized weak vector variational-like inequality problem (GWLIP) with respect 
to the same a and g, then x is a weakly efficient solution to the vector optimization 
problem (VOP). 
Proof. (=^) Let x be a weakly efficient solution to the (VOP), since x is an a—invex 
set we have that 3 y E X, such that j{x + ta{y,x),g{y,x)) — j{x) < 0, 0 < t < 1. 
Dividing the above inequaUty by t and taking the Umit as t ^ 0, we get to3y e X 
such that {a(y,x)Vj(x),g{y,x)) < 0. 
(<^) If X is not a weakly efficient solution to the (VOP), then there exists y G X, 
such that 
jiy) < Jix). 
By pseudo-a — invexity of j with respect to a and g we have ensiured that By e X 
such that {a{y,x)Vj{x),g{y,x)) < 0. This contradicts the fact that x is a solution 
to the (GWWILP). 
T h e o r e m 3.4.4[92] Let j : X cU""-^Whea. differentiable function on X. If 
J = ^j, j is strictly-a — invex with respect to a and g. If x is weakly efficient solu-
tion to the vector optimization problem (VOP) then x is efficient solution to (VOP). 
Proof. Suppose that x is a weakly efficient solution to the (VOP), but not an 
efficient solution to (VOP). Then, there exists y E X, such that j{y) < j{x). By 
the strict a-invexity of j with respect to the same a and g, we have 
j{y)-j{x) > {oi{y,x)Vj{x),g{y,x)), 
which is to say, 3 y e X such that {a{y,x)S/j{x),g(y,x)) < 0; therefore x does 
not solve the (GWVVLIP).This contradiction arises from the first part of theorem 
(3.4.3). 
T h e o r e m 3.4.5[92] All vector critical points are weakly efficient solutions if 
and only if vector function j is pseudo-a-invex on X. 
Corollary 3 .4 .2 [92] Suppose that J = Vj. If the objective function is pseudo-
Qt-invex with respect to a and g, then the vector critical points, the weakly efficient 
points and the solutions of the generahzed the vector variational-like inequality prob-
lem (GWVVLIP) are equivalent. 
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CHAPTER-IV 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR SOLUTION 
SET OF VARIOUS CLASSES OF VARIATIONL 
INEQUALITIES 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that variational inequality theory has become a very effective and 
powerfull tool for studying a wide range of problems arising in differential equations, 
mechanics, contact problems in elasticity, optimization and contral problems maji-
agement science, operations research, general equUbrium problems in economiccs 
and transportation, unilateral, obstale, moving, etc. A useful and important genar-
alization is called variatonal inclusions. In 1994, Hassoimi and Moudafi[5] used the 
resolvent operator technique for maximal monotone mapping to study a class of 
mixed tj^je variational inequaUties with single-valued mappings which was called 
variatonal inclusions. Adly[7], Ding[34-36,39],Ding and Lou[40], Huang[41,42,49], 
Kazmi[59], Noor[61,62],and Noor,Noor and Rassias[63] have obtained some impor-
tant extensions and generalisations of the results in [5] from various different direc-
tions. 
The sensitivity analysis of solutions for variational inequaUties has been studied 
extensively by many others using quite different methods. By usinfg the projection 
technique, Mukherjee and Verma [71], Noor[78], Yen[88] dealt with the sensitivity 
analysis for variational inequalities with single-valued mappings. By using the im-
pUcit function approach that makes use of so-called normal mappings, Robinson 
[102] dealt with the sensitivity analysis of solutions for variational inequalities in fi-
nite dimentional spaces . By using resolvant operator technique Adly [7] , Noor and 
Noor [103], and Agarwal, Cho and Huang [103] study sensitivity analysis for quasi-
variatonal inclusions with single-valued mappings. Recently, by using the projection 
technique and the property of fixed-point set-valued contractive mapping Ding and 
Lou [109] and Hu [110], study the behavior and sensitivity analysis of solution-set 
for generalized quasi-variatonal inequalities and generalized mixed quasi-variatonal 
inequalities respectively. 
Inspired and motivated by recent research in this field , in this chapter by using 
resolvant-operator technique and the property of fixed point of set valued contractive 
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mappings, the study by Ding and at al the behavior and sensitivity analysis of the 
solution set for a class of generalized nonlinear implicit quasi-variational inclusions. 
Our results improve and generalize many known results in the field. 
4.2. GENERALIZED NONLINEAR IMPLICIT QUASI-
VARIATIONAL INCLUSIONS 
Let H he a. real Hilbert space with a norm ||.|| and an inner product (.,.). Let 
C{H) denote the family of all non empty compact subsets of H and H{.,.) denote 
the Hausdorff metric on C{H) defined by 
where 
H(A, B) = max {sup d(a, B), sup d{A, b)} ^A,Be C{H), 
d(a, B) = inf {||a - b\\ : b e B}and c/(A b) = inf ||a - b\\. 
Consider by X.P. Ding at al the following parametric generalized nonlinear implicit 
quasi-variational inclusion problem. To this end, let Q be nonempty open subset of H 
in which the parameter A takes the values, N : HxHxCl ^ H and g,m : HxQ —^ H 
be single valued mappings, and A,B,C,D,G : H x Cl -^ C{H) be set valued 
mappings. Let M : H x H x Q -^ 2" he a. set valued mapping such that for 
each given {z,X) E H x Q,,M{.,z,X) : H -^ 2^ is a, maximal monotone mapping 
with {G{H,X) -m{H,X)) ndom M{.,z,X) ^ 0. Throughout this chapter, unless 
otherwise stated, consider by X.P. Ding at al have consider parametric generalized 
nonlinear implicit quasi-variational inclusion problem (PGNIQVIP): 
for each fixed XG^, find a;(A) G H, u{X) e A (x{X), A), v{X) G B {x{X), A), 
w(A) e C (a;(A), A), z{X) e D {x{X), A), s(A) G G (x(A), A) (4.2.1) 
such that OEM (s(A) - m(w(A), A)), z ((A), A) + AT (u(A), v{X), X). 
Special Cases 
(i) If G = 5 : / / X fi -^ is a single valued mapping, then the PGNIQVIP(4.2.1)is 
equivalent to the following parametric generalized quasi-variational inclusion 
problem: 
for each fixed XeQ, find x{X) G H, u{X) G A (x(A), A), v{X) G B {x{X), A), 
w{X) G C {x{X), A), (^A) G D (x(A), A), (4.2.2) 
such that 0 G M i9ix{X), A) - m(w(A), A)), z ((A), X) + N (w(A), v{X), A). 
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(ii) if 
m{x, A) = 0 farall {x, X) G H x nfindx{X) G H, u{X e A{x{X), X) 
v{X) e 5(x(A), A), z{X)Dx{X), A), (4.2.3) 
such that 
0 e M{g{x{X\ A), ^(A), A) + N{u{X), v{X), A). 
(iii) Let(p : H x H x Q -^ Uu {+00} be such that for each fixed {z, X) e 
H X Q,(p{.,z,X) is a proper convex lower semicontinous functional satisfy-
ing G{H,X) n doTn{d(p{.,z,X)) ^ ip where d(p{.,z,X) is the subdifferential of 
(p{.,z,X) By [129], d(p{.,z,X) : H ^ 2^ is a. maximal monotone mapping. Let 
M(., z, A) = d(p{., z, X),y{z, X)eHxQ. For given {z, X)eHxCl, by the def-
inition of the subdifferential of ip{., z, A), it is easy to see that problem (4.2.1) 
reduces to the foUwoing parametric problem: 
for each fixed XeCl, find x{X) G H, u{X) e A (x(A), A), v{X) e B {x(X), A), 
w{X) e C {x{X), A), z{X) G D (x(A), A), s(A) G G {x{X), A) (4.2.4) 
such that 
(iV(w(A), t;(A), A),y - s{X)) > (^(s(A) - m((tz;(A), A) , ^(A), A) - (^(y, z(A), A), 
(4.2.5) 
WyGH. 
(iv) U G = g : H X Q -^ H is a. single valued mapping and m{x, A) = 0 for all 
(x, X) e H X CI, then the problem (4.2.4) reduces to the following parametric 
problem: 
for each fixed A G Q, find x{X) G H, u(A) G A (x(A), A), v{X) G B (x(A), A), 
z{X) G D (2;(A), A) such that 
( iV(«(A), ^ (A), A), y - g{x{Xl A)) > ^igix{X), A), ^ (A), A) - ^{y, z{X), A), 
(4.2.5) 
\/yeH. 
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(v) If i<' : ^ X Q -4 2^ is a set valued mapping such that for each (x,A) G 
H X Q, K{x, X) is a closed convex subset of H and for each fixed {z, A) e 
H X fl, ip{., z, X) = /K(Z,A)(-) is the indicator function of K{z, A), 
r r - r ^ - / ^ ' ifxeK{z,X), 
iKizMX) - I ^ ^ ^ otherwise, 
then problem (4.2.5) reduces to the following parametric generalized strongly 
nonlinear imphcit quasi-variational inequaUty problem: 
for each fixed A G J2, find x{X) e H, u{X) 6 A (x(A), A), v{X) € B (x(A), A), 
z{X) e D (a;(A), A) such that g{x{X), A) G iC(^(A), A) and 
( N{u{X),v{X), A), y - g{x{X), A)) > 0, V y € i^(z(A), A). (4.2.6) 
In brief, for appropriate and suitable choices of A, B, C, D, G, N, m and M, 
it is easy to see the that PGNIQVIP (4.2.1) includes a nimiber of (parametric) 
quasi-variational inclusions, (parametric) generalized quasi-variational inclusions, 
(parametric) quasi-variational inequlities, (parametric) generalized implicit quasi-
variational inequlities. Furthermore, these types of (parametric) generalized quasi-
veuriational inclusions can enable us to study the behavior and sensitivity analy-
sis of solution sets of many important nonlinear problems arising in mechanics, 
physics, optimisation and control, nonlinear programming, economics, finance, re-
gional structural, transportation, elasticity and various applied sciences in a general 
and unifired framework. 
Now, for each fixed A G ^ , the solution set S{X) of the PGNIQVIP (4.2.1) is 
denoted as 
5(A) = {x{X) eH : B u{X) G A(x(A), A), v{X) G B{x{X),X),w{X) G C(x(A), A), 
^(A) G ^ (^(A), A), s(A) G C;(x(A), A), 
such that 
0 G M(s(A) - m{w{X), A), 2(A), A) + Niu{X),v{X), A)}. 
In this chapter, our main aim is to study the behaviour of the solution set 5(A), 
and the conditions on these mappings A, B, C, D, G, M, N, m under which the 
function 5(A) is continuous or Lipschitz continuous with respect to the parameter 
A G H . 
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L e m m a 4.2.1 [42] Let {X,d) be a complete metric space and Ti,T2 : X -^ 
C{X)he two set valued contractive mappigs with same cotractive constant ^ G (0,1), 
i.e., 
H{Ti{x),Ti{y))<Odix,y), V X , 2 / G X , i = l,2. 
Then 
where F{Ti) and F{T2) are fixed-point sets of Ti and T2, respectively. 
Definit ion 4.2.1(42] A set-valued mapping G : H x O -)• C{H) is said to be 
(i) 5-strongly monotone if there exists a constant 5 > 0 such that 
(si -S2.x-y) >5\\x-yf, 
y{x,y,X)eHxHxn, sieG{x,X), S2eG{y,X). 
(ii) Ac-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant AG > 0 such that 
HiG{x, A),G{y, A)) < AG||X - y||, W {x,y,X) e H x H x Q. 
endenumerate 
Defini t ion 4.2.2 [42] LetA-.Hxn^ C{H) be a set valued mappmg 
and N: HxHxQ-^Hhea. single valued mapping. 
(i) N{u,v,X) is said to be a-strongly monotone with respect to A in first 
argument if there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
{N{ui,v, A) - N{u2, V, A), x-y)> a\\x - yf, 
y(x,y,v,X) e H X H X H xQ, uieA{x,X), U2eA{y,X). 
(ii) N{u,v,X) is said to be /9-Lipschitz continuous in the first argument if 
there exista s a constant /? > 0 such that 
\\N{ui,v,X)-N{u2,v,X)\\ < /3||ui-it2||, V(ui,U2,u,A) e HxHxHxQ.. 
In a similar way we can define the ^-Lipschitz continuity of N{u, v, A) in 
the second argument. 
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF SOLUTION SET 
We first transfer the PGNIQVIP (4.2.1) into a parametric fixed-point 
problem. 
T h e o r e m 4.2.1 [42] For each fixed X e n, x(A) e S'(A) is a solution of 
the PGNIQVIP (4.2.1) if and only if there exist u(A) G A(x(A), A), v{X) e 
5(x(A),A), w{X) e C{x{X),X), z{X) e D{x{X),X), s{X) e G(x(A),A) such 
that the foUoving relation holds: 
s(A) = mix{X),X)+J^'^-''^^^'^\s{X)-m{w{X),X)-pN{u{X),v{X),X)), (4.2.7) 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
R e m a r k 4.2 .1 [42] Theorem 4.2.1 is a generalised variant of Lemma 3.1 
of Adly [5], Lemma 3.1 of Ding [34,35], Lemma 3.1 of Huang [61,62], Lemma 
3.1 of Kazmi [71], Lemma 2.1 of Agarwal, Cho and Huang [7], Lemma 3.1 of 
Ding and Luo [40] and Lemma 2.1 of Hu [66]. 
T h e o r e m 4.2.2[42] Let A,B,C,D,G : H x CI -^ C{H) be set-valued 
mappings such that A, B, C, D and G are A i^-Lipschitz continuous, XB-
Lipschitz continuous, Ac-Lipschitz continuous, A^-Lipschitz continuous and 
Ac-Lipschitz continuous, respectively, and G : if x O —> C{H), be 5-strongly 
monotone. Let N: HxHxQ,-^Hhe a-strongly monotone with respect 
to A and /?-Lipschitz continuous in the first argument and ^-Lipschitz con-
tinuous in the second argument. Let m : H x Q, —> H he 77-Lipschitz con-
tinuous. Let M : H X H X Q, ^ 2^ he such that for each fixed {z,X) e 
H X Cl, M{.,z,X) : H —>• 2^ is a maximal monotone mapping satisfying 
G{H,X) — m{H,X) n domM{.,z,X) ^ 0. Suppose that for any {x,y,z,X) G 
H xH xHxn, 
||jM(..x,A)(^ ) - J f (••^ •^ )(z)|| < fi\\x - y\\ (4.2.8) 
and there exists a constant p > 0 such that 
k = 2yjl -25 + Xl + fiXo + 2r]Xc, k + p^Xs < 1, ^AB < a < A /^?, 
a > (1 - k)iXB + ^{X\(5^-e>^l){2k-k^l (4.2.9) 
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a - (1 - k)^XB 
P-
>?A^' - e>^ B 
y/[a - (1 - k)iXB? - {X\P' - e ^ l r n - fc2) 
< 
Then, for each A G fi, we have the following: 
(1) the solution set 5(A) of the PGNIQVIP (4.2.1) is nonempty; 
(2) 5(A) is a closed subset in H. 
Proof 
(1) Define a set-valued mapping F : H x 9.-^2^ hy 
F(x,A)= U [x-s+m(ti;,A) + Jf(-^'^) 
uGA(a;,A),veB(x,A),weC(i,A),2GZ)(x,A),seG(a;,A) 
(s-m{w,A)-pN{u,V,A))], V(x,X) e HxQ.. 
For any (x,A) e H x Q,, since A{x,X), B{x,X), C(x, A), D{x,X),G{x,X) G 
C{H), and m and J^ -^^ --^ ) are continuous, we have F{x,X) G C(i/). Now for 
each fixed A G f2, we prove that F{x, A) is a setvalued contractive mapping.For 
each (x, X),{y,X) e H xQ, and any a G F{x, A), there exist ui G A(x, A), Ui G 
S(x, A), Wi e C(x, A), zi G D(x,X), 5i G G'(x, A) such that 
a = x-si+ m{wi, A) + J^'^-''''^\si - m{wi,X) - pN{ui,vi, A)). 
Note that A(z/,A), B(y,A), C{y,X), D{y,X), G(y,X) G C(//'), there exist 
U2 G A(2/,A), V2 G B{y,X), W2 G C{y,X), Z2 G D{y,X)ands2 G G{y,X) such 
that 
||Mi-«2||</^(^(:^:,A),^(2/,A)), 
||t;i-t;2||</f(B(x,A),B(y,A)), 
||wi-ti;2||<iy(C(x,A),C(y,A)), 
lki-2:2||<//(L>(x,A),L>(y,A)), 
||si - S2II < //(G(x, A), G(y, A)), (4.2.10) 
Let 
b = y-S2 + m{w2, A) + j f (••^ •^^ )(s2 - m{w2, A) - pN{u2,V2, A)), 
then we have 6 G F(y, A). It follows that 
\\a - b\\ = \\x - si + m(u;i, A) + J^ ^ -^^ '^^ Hsi - m{wu A) - piV(wi, Wi, A)) 
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-y-S2 + m{w2, A) + jf-'''^\s2 - m{w2, A) - pN{u2, V2, A))] || 
< \\x-y-{si -S2)|| + ||m(tt;i,A)-m(w2,A)|| 
M\Ji'^-''''^Hs^-m{wiA)-pN{ui,vuX))-J^^-''''^\s2-m{w2,X)-pNiu2^^^^ 
(4.2.11) 
Since G is (5-strongly monotone and Ac-Lipschitz continuous, we have 
\\x-y- (si - S2)|P = \\x - yf - 2{x -y,s,- S2) + ||si - S2II' 
< ||x - y|p - 2<5||a; - y\\^ + [H{G{x, A), G{y, X))f 
< \\x - yf - 2S\\x - yf + A^||x - yf <{l-25 + A^)||x - yf 
and hence, 
\\x-y- (si - S2)|| < ^l-2<5 + A |^|a; - y\\. (4.2.12) 
By Lemma 4.2.1 and condition (4.2.8), we have 
\\J^^-^'^'^\s,-m{wi,X)-pNiui,v^,X))-J^^-''''^\s2-m{w2,X)-pN{^^^ 
<||jf(-'^-^^.(si-m(«;i,A)-pAr(zxi,z;i,A))-J,^(-'^^'^)(s2-m(tx;2,A)-pAr(u2,^2,A))|| 
+ l k f (•• '^•'H52-m(«;2, A)-piV(w2, t;2, A))-Jf (••^ •^^ )(s2-m(ti;2, A)-piV(u2, t;2, A))|| 
< ||si-m{wi,X)-pN{ui,vi,X)-[s2 - m{w2, A) - pN(u2,U2, A)] || + ^||^i-22II 
< ||x - y - (si - S2)|| + \\x-y- p{N{uuVi, A) - N{u2,Vu A))|| 
+p\\N{u2,vuX)-N{u2,V2,A)|| + \\m{wuX)-m{w2,A)|| +fx\\zi-Z2\\. (4.2.13) 
Since N{u,v,X) is a-strongly monotone with respect to A and ^-Lipschitz 
continuous in the first argument and A is A^-Lipschitz continuous, we have 
\\x-y-piN{uuvuA) - N{u2,Vi,X))f 
= ||x - yf - 2p{N{uuVu A) - N{u2, Vu X),x - y) 
^p'\\N{u,,v,,X)-N{u2,VuX)f (4.2.14) 
< ||x - yf - 2pa\\x - yf + p'0' [i/(A(x, A), A(y, A))]^  
<{l-2pa + p'p'X\)\\x-yf. 
Using ^-Lipschitz continuity of N{u,v,X) in the second argument and A -^
Lipschitz cotinuity of B we have 
mu2,vuX)-Niu2,V2,X)\\<C\\v,-V2\\<mB{x,X),Biy,X))<(X0\\x-y\\. 
(4.2.15) 
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By the Ap-Lipschitz continuity oi D, we have • 
\\zi ~Z2\\< H{D{x, A), Diy, A)) < XD\\X - y\\. (4.2.16) 
By the 77-Lipschitz continuity of m and A^-Lipschitz continuity of C, we have 
||m(wi, A) - m{w2, A)|| < r]\\w^ - W2II < vH{Cix, A), C{y, A)) < r/Ac||x - y\\. 
(4.2.17) 
By (4.2.11) and (4.2.17) we obtain 
| |a-6| | < 
where 
2^1-26 +XI + v ^ l - 2 p a + p2/32A^ + p^Xg + {^X^ + 2rjXc)\ \\x-y\\ 
= {k + t{p))\\x-y\\=9\\x-yl (4.2.18) 
k = 2sjl -26 + Xl+fiXD+2r]Xc, t{p) = ^ 1 - 2pa + p^p^X^+p^Xg, and 6^ k+t{p] 
It follows from the condition (4.2.9) that ^ < 1. Hence, we have 
d{a, F{y, A)) = infbeFiy,x)\\a - b\\ < 9\\x - y\\. 
Since a E F{x, A) is arbitrary, we obtain 
supaeF{x,x)d{a,F{y,X))+ < e\\x - y\\. 
By using same argument, we can prove 
supbeF(y,x)d{F{x,X),b)+ < e\\x - y\\. 
By the definition of Hausdorff metric H on C{H), we obtain that for all 
{x,y,X) e H X H X fi, 
/ / (F (x ,A) ,F (y ,A) )<^ | | x -y | | , 
i.e., F{x, A) is a set-valued contractive mapping which is uniform with respect 
to A G fi. By a fixed point theorem, for each A € f2, F{x, X) has a fixed point 
x(A) e H, i.e., x(A) G F(a:;(A), A). By the definition of F, there exist u{X) G 
A{xiX),X)v{X) G B(a;(A),A), w{X) G C(2;(A),A), ^(A) G D(x(A), A)ands(A) G 
G(x(A),A) such that 
x{X) = x{X)-s{X)+m{w{X),X)+J^^''^^^'^\s{X-m{w{X),X)-pN{u{X),v{X,X))), 
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and so 
s(X) = m{w{X), A) + J f (••^ W.A)(g(;^  _ m{w{X), A) - pN{u{\),v{X, A)). 
By Theorem 4.2.1, x(A) G 5(A) is a solution of the PGNIQVIP (4.2.1) and so 
5(A) ^ 0 for each Xe^. 
(2) For each A G ^2, let {xn} C 5(A) and x„ ->• XQ as n -> oo. Then we have 
Xn 6 F{xn, X) for all n = 1,2,... By the proof of conclusion 1, we have 
//(F(x„,A),F(xo, A)) < e\\xn - xo||. 
It follows that 
d{xo, F{XQ, A)) < llxo - Xnll + d{xn, F{xn, A)) + H{F{xn, A), F(xo, A)) 
< (1+ ^)||xn - xoll-^ 0, as n- )• oo. 
Hence, we have XQ G F(XO,A) and XQ G 5 ( A ) . Therefore 5(A) is a nonempty 
closed subset of H. 
T h e o r e m 4 .2 .3 [42 ] Under the hypotheses of Theorem (4.2.2), further 
assume 
(i) for any x G if, A i->- A{x, A), A »-> B{x, A), A !->• C(x, A), A 1-4 D(x, A), A H 
G{x,X), and A H^ m(x, A) are Lipschitz continuous (or continuoiis) with 
Lipschtz constants IA, IB, h, ^D, IG and Im, respectively; 
(ii) for any u, v, z, w £ H, X *-¥ N{u,v,X) and A -^^  J^(-'^-"^)(u;) are 
Lipschitz continuous (or continuous) with Lipschitz constants l^ and Ij, 
respectively. 
Then the solution set 5(A) of the PGNIQVIP (4.2.1) is a Lipschitz continuous 
(or continuous) mapping from fi to H. 
4.3. GENERALIZED NONLINEAR MIXED QUASI-
VARIATIONAL INCLUSIONS 
Throughout this chapter, let if be a real Hilbert space endowed with 
the inner product (.,.) and norm ||.(j, respectively. Let M,N : H -^ 2^ he 
two maximal monotone mapping and A,S,B,T : H —^ H he nonUnear single 
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valued mappings. We consider the problem of finding {x,y) e H x H such 
that 
Oex-y + p{A{y) + S{y)) + pM{x), 
Oey-x + 7(5(x) + T{x)) + ^N{y), (4.3.1) 
which is called the system of generalized nonhnear mixed quasi-variational 
inclusions, where p > 0 and 7 > 0 are two constants. 
Special Cases 
(i) If M = difi, N = dip2, where ipi,ip2 : H —>• RU {+00} are two proper 
convex lower semicontinuuos functions, then problem (4.3.1) reduces to 
finding {x*,y*) e H x H suth that 
{p{Ay* + Sy*) + x*-y*,x- y') > pipi{x*) - pip^x) y x e H, 
(7(5x* + Ty*) +y*-x\x-y*)> 7(^2(2/') - W2{x) \/x e H, (4.3.2) 
which is called the system of generalized nonhnear mixed variational in-
equalities. 
(ii) li M = N = dip, where tp H -^ UU {+00} is a two proper convex 
lower semicontinuuos function, then problem (4.3.1) reduces to finding 
{x*,y*) eH X if suth that 
{p{Ay* + Sy*) + x* -y*,x- x*) > pip{x*) - pip^x) \/x e H, 
{-f(Bx* + Ty*) + y*~x*,x- y*) > jip{y*) - ^ip{x) \/x e H, (4.3.3) 
which is called the system of nonhnear mixed variational inequahties. 
(iii) Ii A = B = 0, then problem (4.3.2) reduces to finding {x*,y*) e H x H 
&uth that 
{pSy* + x* -y*,x- X*) > pip{x*) - p^pi^x) W x e H, 
{jTy* + y*-x*,x-y*)> j(p{y*) - 7(^(x) ^ x e H, (4.3.4) 
which is called the system of nonlinear mixed variational inequalities. 
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(iv) liip = Sk and (the indicator function of a nonempity closed convex subset 
K),then problem (4.3.2) reduces to finding (x*,y*) e K x K suth that 
{pAy* + Sy* + x*-y*,x-x*)>0 V x G K, 
{-fBx* + Tx* + y*-x*,x-y*)>0 V x e //, (4.3.5) 
which is called the system of general nonlinear variational inequaUties. 
(v) li (p = 6k and A = B — 0,then problem (4.3.3) reduces to finding 
{x*,y*)eK xK suth.tha.t 
{pSy* +x*-y*,x-x*)>0 ^ x e K, 
{^Tx* + y'-x*,x-x*)>0, (4.3.6) 
which is called the system of nonlinear variational inequalities. 
We now consider the parameters version of problem (4.3.1). To this end ,let 
n and A be two nonempity open subset of H in which the parametric u and 
A take values.Let M : H x Cl -^ 2^ and N : H x A -^ 2^ he two maximal 
monotone mappings with respect to the first argument, A,S:HxQ^H and 
B,T : H X A -^ H and be nonlinear single-valued mappings. The system of 
parametric generalized nonlinear mixed quasi- variational inclusions problem 
is to find {x,y) £ H X H suth that 
Oex-y + p{A{y, u) + S{y, u)) + pM{x, u), 
Oey-x + 7(S(x, A) + r(x, A)) + ^ N{y, A), (4.3.7) 
In the sequel, we give some definitions and lemmas. 
L e m m a 4.3.1 [10] For any fixed w e fiand A € A{x{u,X),y{u,X)) is a so-
lution of the system of generalized nonlinear mixed quasi-variational inclusions 
problem (4.3.7) if and only if 
2;(^, A) = Jj^ (.,^ )[y(c ,^ A) - piA + S)iy{u, X),u)], 
y{u, A) = j;^(.,,)[x(a;. A) - 'y{B + T){x{u, A),a;)], (4.3.8) 
where where J^(.,^)(/x) = (/+pM(.,a;))-H/i), J^(..,)(/i) = (/+7M(., A))-^/^). 
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A s s u p t i o n 4.3 .1 [10] There are two constants ^ > 0 and r) > 0 such that 
\\J'Mi.,.)i^) - JU.c^Ml < (W^ - ^l ni.,x)iv) - Jli.:x)i^)\\ < VU - All, 
for all u,v E H. 
T h e o r e m 4.3.1 [10] Let S : H xQ,^ Hhe fci-strongly monotone andsi-
Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first argument, T : H x A -^ H 
be /c2-strongly monotone and S2-Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first 
argument,A : if x fi —>• if be ii-Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first 
argument, and B : H x K-¥ H he i2-Lipschitz continuity with respect to the 
first argument, suppose that M : H xQ,^2" and N : H x A-^ 2" oxe two 
maximal monotone mappings with respect to the first argument. If 
. f2(A;i-/i) 1] , , 
0 < p < mm < —2—72~' r f ' '1 < M 
0 < 7 < m m | 2^~,2 .T-K l2<k2 (4.3.9) 
[ ^2 ~ '2 '2 J 
then for any fixed a; G fi and A e A, problem(4.3.7) has a unique solution(a;*(a;), A), 
y*M,A)). 
T h e o r e m 4.3.2[10] Suppose that the mapping M,N,A,S,B and T are 
the same as in Theorem 4.3.1 and for any fixed x,y G H, the mappings 
uj i-> A{x,u), u) H^  S{x,u), A t-> B{y,X), A H> T(y, A), are all continuous 
(or Lipschitz continuous). If Assumption (4.3.1) and condition (4.3.9) hold, 
then the solution of {x{u,X),y{u,X)) for the system of generaUzed nonlinear 
mixed quasi-variational inclusions (4.3.7) is continuous (or Lipschitz continu-
ous). 
4.4. PARAMETRIC COMPLETELY GENERALIZED 
MIXED IMPLICIT QUASI-VARIATIONAL INCLUSIONS 
Let if be a real Hilbert space with norm ||.||,and inner product (.,.). Let 
2^ and C{H) denote the family of all subsets of H and the family of all 
nonempty compact subsets of H, respectively. H(.,.) denotes the Hausdorff 
metric on C{H). In the following, let us recall some concepts. 
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The foUwing concept was introdced in [49]. 
Defini t ion 4.4.1 [44] Let h : H ^ H be a single-valued mapping, and 
M : if -4 2^ be a set-valued mapping. M is said to be /i-maximal monotone 
(which is called /i-monotone in [49]), if M is monotone and {h-\-pM){H) = H 
for all p > 0, 
L e m m a 4.4.1 (Fang and Huang [49]) Let h : H -^ H he a. strongly 
monotone mapping constant r > 0 and M is an /i-maximal monotone mapping, 
then the resolvent operator R'lfp of M is Lipschitz continuous with constant, 
^ ie 
II^M»-0)ll<^ll^^-^ll ^u,veH. 
Let fi and be a nonempity open subset of H in which the parametric A 
takes values. Let N : HxH xH xQ-^ H,W : H xH xQ-¥ H, m^ij : H x 
Q, ^ H and h : H -^ H he single-valued mappings. Let A,B,C,D,E,F,G : 
H X ^ -^ C{H) be set-valued mappings. M : if x iif x fi -> 2^, be a set-
valued mapping such that for each given (/, X) & H xVt, M(., / , A) :->• 2^ is a 
/i-maximal monotone mapping with G{H, A) - m{H, A)) PI domM{., f, A) ^  0. 
Throughout this chapter, unless otherwise stated,we will consider the follow-
ing parametric completely generalized mixed imphcit quasi-variational inclu-
sions problem (PCGMIQVIP): for each {X,u) e Q x H, find x = x{X) e 
H,a — a{x, A) G A{i{x, A), A), 6 = b{x, A) e B{x, A), c = c{x, A) € C{x, A), d = 
d{x,X) G D{x,X),e = e(x,A) G E{x,X),f ^ f{x,X) G F{x,X),g = g{x,X) G 
G(x, A), suth that 
u G W{j{e, A), a. A) - N{b, c, d, A) + M{g - m(x. A), / , A) (4.4.1) 
Special Cases: 
(i) If a; = 0, W^  = 0, N{b, c, d, A) = -N(6, c, A) for all 6, c, d G if and A G Q, 
and for (/, X) e H x Q, M{.,f, A) is a maximal monotone mapping (i.e.,/i 
is the identity mapping on H),then the PCGMIQVIP (4.4.1) collapses to 
the following parametric generalized nonhnear implicit quasi-variational 
inclusions problem : 
for each A G Q, find x = x{X) e H,b ^ b(x,X) G B{x,X),c - c(x,A) G 
C(x, A), / = /(x, A) G F(x, X),g = g{x, A) G G{x, A), suth that 
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0 e N(6, c, A) + Mig ~ m{x, A), / , A) (4.4.2). 
The Problem(4.4.2) was introdced and studied in [42]. 
(ii) li N{b,c,d,X) = -N{b,c,d,X),j{x,X) = x,i{x,X) = x,G{x,X) = g{x,X), 
and W{e, a, A) = -W(e, a, A) for all b, c, d,x,e,a e H and X e Cl, and 
for each (/, A) € i / x f2, M(., / , A) is a maximal monotone mapping ,then 
the PCGMIQVIP (4.4.1) reduces to the following parametric completely 
generalized nonlinear implicit quasi-variational inclusions problem : 
for each {u,X) e H x Cl, find x = x{X) e H,a = a{x,X) e A{x,X),b — 
b{x,X) e B{x,X),c = c{x,X) e C{x,X),d = d{x,X) e D(x,A),e = 
eix, A) e E{x, A), / = f{x, A) G F(x, A), suth that 
u eN{b,c,d,X),a,X)-W{e,a,X) + M{{g-m)(x,X)J,X). (4.4.3) 
The parametric problem (4.4.3) is new. When N(6, c, d, A) =N(6, c,, A) 
for all b,c,d € H and A e f2 the parametric problem (4.4.3) has been 
introduced. 
(iii) If i{x,X) = g{x,X) for all {x,X) e H x Q,, and for each (/, A) e H x 
Q,,M{.,f,X) is a maximal monotone mapping ,then the PCGMIQVIP 
(4.4.1) reduces to the following parametric problem : 
for each (A,a;) e ^ x H, find x = x{X) e H,b = b{x,X) e B(x,X),c = 
c{x,X) G C{x,X),d = d{x,X) 6 D{x,X),e = e{x,X) G E{x,X),f = 
f{x, A) G F{x, A),g' = g{x, A) G G(x, A), a = a{x, A) G i4(p, A), suth that 
u G W{j{e, A), a, A) - N{b, c, d, X) + {g - m{x, A), / , A). (4.4.4) 
(iv) Let (f : H X H -^ ^\J +oo be such that for each fixed (/, X) E H x 
Q, (/?(.,/, A) is proper convex lower semicontinuous functional satisfying 
{G{H, A) - miH, A)) D dam{dip{.J, A)) ^ 0 where d(p{., f, A) is the sub-
differential of (/?(., / , A). Where d(p{.,f, A) : i / -» 2^ is a maximal mono-
tone mapping. M(.,/,A) = d^{.,f,X) V(/, A) G H x Cl. For given 
(/, X) e H X Q. By the definition of the subdifferential of (/?(., / , A), it is 
easy to see that the PCGMIQVIP (4.4.1) reduces to the following para-
metric problem : 
for each fixed {u>,X) G H x Vl find x = x{X) e H,a = a{x,X) G 
A{i{x,X),X),b = b{x,X) G B{x,X),c = c{x,X) G C{x,X),d = d{x,X) G 
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D{x,X),e = e(x,A) G E{x,X)J = f{x,X) € F(x,A),p = g{x,X) e 
G{x,X), such that 
{Wij{e, A),a, A) - N{b,c,d,X)-u,y-{g- m{x,A)) 
> ^{m{x, A), A), /, A) - ifiiy, / , A), V y 6 H. (4.4.5) 
(v) If W(;(e,A),a,A) = j(e,A) + a, for aW a,e e H and X e n,G = g = 
i : H X Cl -^ H is a single-valued mapping m = 0,then the parametric 
problem (4.4.5) reduces to the following parametric problem : 
for each fixed (a;,A) € H x Q, find x = x{X) ^ H,a — a{x,X) G 
A{g{x,X),X),b = b{x,X) e B{x,X),c = c{x,X) e C(x,X),d = d(x,X) e 
D{x, A), e = e{x, A) G E{x, A), / = /(x, A) e F(x, A), such that 
{j{e, X)+a-Nib, c, d, X)-u, y-g{x, A)) > (p(g{x, A), A), / , X)-cp{y, f,X)yyeI. 
(4.4.6) 
Let ip: HxHxQ->^hea real function satisfying 
(1) xp{x, y, A) is linear in first argument, 
(2) ip{x,y, A) is bounded, i.e.,there exists a constant u > 0 such that 
i^{x,y,X)<iy\\x\\\\y\\yx,yeH,Xea, 
(3) x,y,z e H and A G Q, 
T/'(X, y. A) - •0(x, ^, A) < ^{x, y - z, A). 
L e m m a 4.4.2[44] Let ip : HxHxCl ->• 3? be a real function satisfying conditions 
(i)-(iii). Then for each {y,X) e H x Q, there exists a unique point j{y, X) e H x Q 
such that 
i){x,y,A) = {j{y,A),x) V {x,X)eHxQ 
and the mapping y -^> j(y. A) uniformly Lipschiz continuous with respect to A G fi 
with constant u > 0. 
Definit ion 4.4.2[42] A mapping m : H xQ, ^ H is called L^-Lipschiz con-
tinuous in first argument, if there exists a constant Lm > 0 such that 
||m(x,A)-m(y,A)|| < L^||x-2/| | V x,y eH,Xefl. 
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Definit ion 4.4.3[44] A set-valued mapping A : H x Q ^ C{H) is said to be 
L>i-Lipschiz continuous in first argument, if there exists a constant LA > ^ such 
that 
YL{A{x,\),A{y,\))<LA\\x-y\\ V x,y^H,Xe^. 
Definit ion 4.4.4[44] Let 5 ,C : i / x fi -> C{H) be set-valued mappings and 
N: HxHxHxQ^Hhea single-valued mapping. 
(i) iV is said to be 7-relaxed Lipschiz continuous in first argument with respect 
to B, if there exists a constant 7 > 0 suth that 
{N{u, c, d, X) - Niv, c, d, A), x-y)< -JWX - yf 
W x,y,b,de H, ueC{x,X),v eC{y,X),X eil. 
(ii) N is said to be a-generalized pseudo-contractive in second argument with 
respect to C, if there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
(iV(6, u, d, X) - N{b, V, d, A), x-y)< a\\x - yf 
y x,y,b,d£H,ue C{x, A), v G C{y, A), A e f). 
(iii) N is said to be Lipschiz continuous in first argument, if there exists a constant 
L(N,i) > 0 suth that 
\\N{x, c, d, A) - N{y, c, d, A) || < L(^N,I) \\X - y\\ ^ x,y,c,de H,Xe^. 
In a similar way, one can define the Lipschitz continuity of N in the second and 
third argument, respectively. 
Now, for each fixed A e 0, the solution set S{X) of the PCGMIQVIP(4.4.1) is 
denoted as 
S{X) = '{x = x(A) eH:3a^ a{x, A) G A{i{x, A), A), b = b{x, A) G B{x, A), 
c = c{x, A) G C{x, A), d = d{x, A) G D{x, A), e = e(x, A) G E{x, A), 
/ = f{x, A) G F{x, A), g = y(x, A) G G{x, A) such that 
u G ly(i(e. A), a. A) - iV(6, c, d, A) + M(p - m{x, A), / , A)}. 
The main aim of this chapter is to study the behavior and sensitivity analysis of solu-
tion set S{X), and the conditions on these mappings A, B, C, D, E, G, W, N, M, h, i, j , m 
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under which the solution set 5(A) of the PCGMIQVIP(4.4.1) is nonempity and con-
tinuous or Lipschiz continuous with respect to the paxameter A € fi. 
T h e o r e m 4.4.1 [44] For each {u, X) e HxCl, (x, a, b, c, d, e, f, g) is a solution of 
the PCGMIQVIP(4.4.1) if and only if x = x(A) G /f, a = a(x, A) e A(i(x, A), A), h = 
6(x,A) e 5(x,A),c = c(x,A) G C(x,A),d = d(x,A) e L>(x,A),e = e(x,A) e 
E{x, A), / = /(x, A) e F(x, A), 5 = 5(x, A) 6 G(x, A) satify 
g = m(x, A) + Rli^,j^x),p[K9 " 'T^ Ca:, A)) - pWO'(e, A), a, A) + pN{(b, c, d, A) + pa;)], 
(4.4.7) 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
Proof. For each (w, A) G if x f^ , suppose that (x, a, 6, c, d, e, f,g)\sa. solution of the 
PCGMIQVIP(4.4.1),then x = x(A) e H,a = a(x,A) G >l(i(x, A), A),6 = 6(x,A) G 
B(x,A),c = c(x,A) G C(x,A),d = d{x,X) G D(x,A),e = e(x,A) G E{x,X),f = 
f(x, A) G F(x, A),^ = ^(x, A) G G(x, A) satisfy 
u G W(i(e, A), a, A) - N{b, c, d, A) + M{g - m(x, A), / , A). (4.4.8) 
Relation(4.4.8) holds if and only if 
%-m(x,A))+p[iV(6,c,d,A)-W(i(e,A),a,A)+a;]G(/i+pM(.,/,A))(^-m(x,A)), 
(4.4.9) 
where p > 0 is a constant. Since for each (/, A) E H x f), M(.,/ , A),is /i-maximal 
monotone, by the definition of the resolvent operator R'lf{.j,x),p of •^ (•> /> ^) relation 
(4.4.9) holds if and only if 
g = m(x, A) + RM(.J,X),P[K9 " H^, A)) - pWij{e, A), a. A) + pN{{b, c, d, A) + pa;)]. 
This completes the proof. 
li N{b,c,d,X) = -N(6,c,d,A),j(x,A) = x,i(x,A) = x,G(x,A) = {^(x,A)} and 
W{e, a, A) =' —W(e, a, A)for all b, c, d,x,e,a G H and A G fi, and for each (/, A) G 
HxCl, M(.,/ , A) is a maximal monotone mapping in Theorem(4.4.1),then we obtain 
the foUwoing result. 
T h e o r e m 4.4.2[44] For each (a;,A) e H x Q,{x,a,b,c,d,e,f) is a solution 
of the parametric problem (4.4.3) if and only if x = x(A) & H,a — a{x,X) G 
A{x,X),b = b{x,X) G B(x,A),c = c(x,A) G C{x,X),d = d(x,A) G D{x,X),e = 
e(x,A) G E{x,X),f ^ f{x,X) G F(x,A) suth that 
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gix, A) = mix, X)+J^^'f'^%-m){x, A)+pW(e, a, A)-N(6, c, d, X)+u)], (4.4.10) 
where J^^-'f^^^ = (/ = +pM{.,f,X))~^ is the resolvent operator of M{.,f,X) and 
p > 0,is a constant. 
Proof. For each {u, X) £ H x Q,, suppose that [x, a, 6, c, d, e, / ) is a solution of the 
parametric problem (4.4.3), then x = x{X) £ H,a = a{x, A) G A{x, A), 6 = b{x, A) € 
B(x,A),c = c(x,A) e C(x,A),d = d{x,X) e D(x,A),e = e(a;,A) G E{x,X),f = 
f{x, A) G F(x, A) satisfy 
a; eN(6, c, d, A)-W(e, a, X) + M{{g-m){x, A), / , A), (4.4.11) 
Relation (4.4.11) holds if and only if 
g{x, A) - m{x. A) + p[W(e, a, A)-N(6, c, rf, A) + a;] G 
(/ + pM(.,/,A))(5-m)(x,A), (4.4.12) 
Since for each (/, A) G i? x 0, M{.,f, A), is maximal monotone, by the definition of 
the resolvent operator J^^-'M of M{., f, A), relation(4.4.12) holds if and only if 
g{x, A) = m{x, A) + J^^-'^^^^[ig - m){x, A) + pW(e, a, A)-N(6, c, d, A) + a;)]. 
T h e o r e m 4.4.3[44] Let A, B, C, D,E,F,G : HxQ^ C{H) be set-valued map-
pings such that A,B,C,D,E,F and G are Lipschitz continuous in first argument 
with constants LA,LB,LC,LD,LE,LF and LQ, respectively, and G be 5-strongly 
monotone in first argument. Let N: HxHxHxQ,-^Hhe 7-relaxed Lips-
chitz continuous in first argument with respect to B and cr-pseudo-contractive in 
second argument with respect to C. N(.,.,.,.) be Lipschitz continuous in first, sec-
ond and third arguments with cosntants Z/(7v,i),i^ (iv,2) and I/(7v,3), respectively. Let 
W: HxHx^-^Hhe Lipschitz continuous in first and second arguments with 
constants L(w^i) and I'(w,2), respectively. Let m,i,j : H x Q, -^ H he Lipschitz 
continuous in first argument with constants Lm, Li and Lj, respectively, and h be 
r-strongly monotone and Z//i-Lipschitz continuous. Let M : HxHxQ, -^ 2" he such 
that for each fixed (/,A) e H x Q,M{.,f,X) : H -^ 2^ is a /i-maximal monotone 
mapping satisfying G{H,X) - m{H,X)) fl domM{.,f,X) ^ 0. Suppose that for any 
{x,y,z,X) G H X H X H xQ, 
\\RM(.,.,x),piz) - i?!tf(.,y,A),p(^ )ll < Mlk - y|| (4.4.13) 
and there exists a constant p > 0 such that 
k={l + l)iy/l-25 + L% + Lj + ^''^^'^"'y/l-2r + Ll + ^LF<l, 
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p = L(Ar,i)Z'B + L(N,2)Lc > L(N,3)LD + L(W^I)LJLE + L^w,2)LALi = q, 
7 > a + rq{l - k) + ^Jp'^ - g2)(l _ r^{l - A;)2), 
7 - (7 — r9(l - k) 
p^ — q^ 
^[^-a- rq{l - k)Y - {p^ - q'^){\ - r\l - kf) 
pi _ q2 
Then for each A G fi, the solution set 5(A) of the PCGMIQVIP(4.4.1) is nonempty 
and closed. 
T h e o r e m 4.4.4[44] Let A, B, C, D, E, F, G, W, N, M, h, m, i, jand f) be as The-
orem 4.4.3. Further assume 
(i) for any X G H,A{x,X),B{x,X),C{x,X),D{x,X),E{x,\),F{x,X),G{x,\),h{x,X), 
m{x, A), i{x, X),j(x, A), are Lipschitz continuous (or continuous) in second ar-
guments with Lipscihtz constants IA, IB, Ic, ID, IE, IF, IG, h, Im, h and Ij respec-
tively, 
(ii) for any b,c,d,f,t € H,X \-^ N{b,c,d,X)X \-^ V^(a,c,A),A i-4 i?M(.,/,A)(0 ^^ ^ 
Lipschitz continuous (or continuous) with Lipschitz constants Ljv, Lw and IR, 
respectively, 
(iii) Conditions (4.4.13) and (4.4.14) in Theorem (4.4.3) are satisfied. 
Then solution set 5(A) of the PCGMIQVIP (4.4.1) is Lipschitz continuous (or con-
tinuous) mapping from Q —> H. 
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CHAPTER V 
QUASI-VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
The generalized Kuhn-Tucker conditions for generalized quasi-variational in-
equalities have been presented when the problem is defined in a real Banach space 
and the constraints axe described by a finite number of inequalities ( a typical situ-
ation for real world applications like environmental problems, see for example [26, 
75]. Note that these results extend the Lagrangian duality theory for constrained 
optimization problems (see for example [1, 137]) and for variational inequalities in 
finite dimensional space [9,52 ]. More precisely, if X is a real Banach space X* is 
the dual of X, let (V. P) be the following variational problem 
(VP) 
Find X G K{x) such that there exists x* € T(x) 
satisfying {x*,y - x) >W ye K{x). 
where T is a set-valued operator from X to X*, K is defined on X by 
K{x) = {zeX :fjix,z)<OioT all j = 1,2, • • • ,m} (5.1.1) 
(H) the extended real valued function fj{x,.) defined on X, is proper, closed and 
convex [156] for all j = 1,2, • • •, m. 
In particular, the point x is said to be a solution to (VP) and the pair {x,x*) 
is said to solve (VP). As defined in [93], the dual problem of the problem (VP) (in 
short (DVP), is the following generaUzation variational inequaUty: 
{DVP) 
Find u G 3?+ such that there exists d e G{u) 
satisfying (d, u - u) > OV v e^"^,. 
with F{x,y) = {fi(x,y), • • •, fm{x,y)) and 
m 
G{u) = {-F{x,x) : 0 e T{x) + J2^jd2fj{x,x)}, 
where ^ / , (x , i ) is the subdifferential [137,143] of the function fj{x,.) at the point t 
that is 
d2fj{x, t) = {ze X* : Mx,y) > fj{x, t) + {z,y - t),V y e X}. 
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Moreover, a point {x,u) e X x U^ is said to satisfy the generalized Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions associated to the problem (VP) if: 
{KT)2 0 e T{x) + ^^ujd2fj{x,x), ttb.( A< .^ ]Su „ )f] 
{KT)s F{x,x) + N^rn{u). ^^^lim ijr^iytt^:0^ 
Variational inequalities introduced in the early sixties have played a critical and 
significant part in the study of several unrelated problems arising in finance, Eco-
nomics, network analysis, transportation, elasticity and optimization. Variational 
inequalities theory has witnessed an explosive growth in theoretical advances, al-
gorithmic developement and appUcations across all disciphnes of pure and applied 
Sciences. 
It combines novel the critical and algorithmic advances with new domain of ap-
plications. As a result of interaction between different branches of mathematical and 
engineering Sciences, we now have a variety of techniques to suggest and analyze var-
ious iterative algorithms for solving variational inequahties and related optimization 
problem. Analysis of these problems requires a blend of techniques from converse 
analyssis functional analyssis and numerical analysis. 
In recent years variational inequlities theory has seen a dramatic increase in 
its applications and numerical methods. As a results of these activities, variational 
inequahties have been extended in various directions using novel and innovative tech-
niques. A useful and important generalization of variational inequahties is called 
the mixed quasi-variational inequahty involving the nonlinear function. Such type 
of mixed quasi-variational inequaUtuies arise in the study of elasticity with nonlo-
cal friction laws, flow through porous media and structural analysis. For the finite 
element analysis, existence results and apphcations, see [80, 73-74, 96-107, 127]. 
5.2. GQVI AND DUALITY 
In this chapter is to investigate the stabiUty of the dual problem (DVP) as well 
as of the generalized Kuhn-Tucker conditions under perturbations on the operators 
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and on the set-valued constraints which now assume that X is a finite dimensional 
space and consider two sequences {Tn} and {Kn} of set-valued functions such that 
Kn{x) = {yeX: f^x^y) < O,for all j = 1,2, • • • ,m} (5.2.1) 
where, for all n e N, the following assumption is satisfied {Hn)f^{x,.) : X -> 3? is 
a converse function for all j = 1,2,• • • ,Tn and for all n G AT. Let us dnoted with 
{VP)n the perturbed generaUzed quasi-variational inequality: 
iVP)n 
Find Xn 6 Kn{xn) such that there exists x* G Tn{xn) 
^ satisfying {x*^,y - x„) > OV y G fc„(x„). 
and with DVP)n the dual of (VP)n, that is: 
Find Un G 3?" such that there exists dn G Gn{un) 
{DVP)n 
satisfying {dn,v -Un) >0'^ v eU^.. 
where 
Gn{u) = {-FniXn, X„) : 0 G Tn{Xn) + ^ ^Af^i^n, X^)} (5.2.2) 
and Fn(x, y) = (/^(x, y), • • •, f^{x, y)). 
Finally, the point (x„,ii„) G X x ISi^ satisfies the generalized Kuhn-Tucker con-
dition associated to {yP)n if 
{KT\n XneKiXn) 
m 
iKT)2,n 0 G TniXn) + E U^d^f^iXn, X„). 
{Xn,Xn) ^ N^AUn) 
In generaUzed Kuhn-Tucker conditions more precisely sufficient conditions are 
given in order to guarantee that, if a sequence of solutions to the perturbed dual 
problem (£>VP)„ converges to a point u, then u is a solution to the dual problem 
{DVP) and if a sequence of points {x„,Un} which satisfy the conditions {KT\n, 
{KT)2,n, iKT)3^n converges to {x,u), then the point (x,u) satisfies {KT)i, {KT)2, 
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First, we recall that the problem {DVP) is called the Dual of (VP) since the 
following holds: 
T h e o r e m 5.2.1 [91] Assume that {H) is satisfied and x is a point of X such 
that E{x) = fyj^i dom {fj{x,.) is an open subset of X. 
(1) If (x,u), with ueU^, satisfies the generalized Kuhn-Tucke conditions: 
{KT)i xeK{x); 
m 
{KT)2 0 e T{x) + E Ujd2fj{x,x); 
{KTh F{x,x)eNnrn{u); 
then X is a solution to (VP) and u is a solution to {DVP). 
(2) If X is a solution to (VP) and: 
3 y e X such that fj(x, y) <0 for all j = 1, • • •, m, 
then there exists a point u G 3?+ such that (x, u) satisfies the generalized Kuhn-
Tucke conditions {KT)i to {KT)3 (and therefore u solves (DVP). 
Note that, since the Dual problem is a generaUzed variational inequaUty defined 
in a finite dimensional space and with constraints described by a cone, it could be 
simpler to solve than the primal problem. In light of the previous theorem, to solve 
(VP) one could solve the dual problem (DVP) and find the solutions of the primal 
problem using the generalized Kuhn-Tucke condition {KT)2. 
Now, let us recall some definitions and preliminary results. 
Let {/„} be a sequence of extended real valued functions defined on X. 
The sequence (/n)r~ converges (or epiconverges [3]) to a function f on X to f 
whenrever: 
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for any point x of X and any sequence {x„} converging to x in X, it results: 
for any point x of X there exists a sequence {x„} converging to x in X, such 
that 
Jirn^sup/„(x„) < / (x ) . 
The sequence {/„} continuously converges to a function f on X (see, for example, 
[80]) if: 
for any point x of X and any sequence {x„} converging to x in X, it results: 
/ W = Jim /^n(x„). 
A sequence of set-valued operators {T„} is uniformly bounded (see, for example, 
[82]) if for any sequence {x„} contained in a bounded set, there exists a positive 
number M such taht, for any sequence (x*) with x* E Tn{xn) for all n € A^ , we have 
( « | | <M for aU n G N. 
A multifunction M is sequently subcontinuous (see, for example, [79]) at a point 
xo if, for any sequence {x„} converging to XQ and any sequence {y„} such that 
yn € M(x„) for any n, there exists a subsequence of {yn} which converges to a point 
yo-
A sequence of sets {Sn} is said to be sequentially subcontinuous if the multi-
function defined by 
neN -^ Sn 
is sequentially subcontinuous, that is if, for any sequence {x^} with x„ G Sn for all 
n E N, there exists a subsequence of {x„} which converges to a point x. 
A sufficient condition for the sequential subcontinuity of a sequence of sets {Sn} 
is that there exists a bounded subset 5 of X, such that 
SnQ S for n sufficientlylarge (5.2.3) 
This condition is not necessary as shown by the following example. 
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E x a m p l e 5.2.1[93] Let X = (-00,0] and, for all neN, define 
Sn = {xeX: Ux) = [{-iTix + 1)](-^)" < 0}. 
So, if n is even, we have 5„ = (-cx),-l] while if n is odd it results 5„ = (-1,0]. 
Obviously it does not exist a bounded subset of X which satisfies condition (4) but 
the sequence of sets {Sn} is sequentially subcontinuous. 
Finally, given a sequence of sets {5„} we denote with Limswpn-^ooSn the set 
of the Umits of sequences {sh} with Sh € Snh for a subsequence {uh} and with 
Limsupn^ooSn the set of the Umits of sequence {s„} with Sn G 5„ for all n & N 
(see, for example, [73]). 
We will use also the following lemma: 
L e m m a 5.2.1 [93] Let {Dn} and {C„} be two sequences of sets. If for all n e N, 
Dn C D, with D bounded set, then 
LimSUPn^oo{Dn + Cn) ^ LimSUPn-^ooDn + LimSUPn^ooCn 
Proof. Let x £ Limsupn-^ooiDn + Cn), then there exists a sequence {xh} with 
Xh = dh + Cfi converging to x with dh G Dn^, Ch. G Cn^ for a subsequence {uh} and 
for all h G N. Since the sequence {dh} is bounded, there exists a suibsequence {dh^} 
of {dh} converging to a point d when k -^ 00. So also Ch^ = Xh^ — dh^ converges to 
to the point c = x — d and x = d + c belongs to Limsupn-^ooDn + Limsupn-^ooCn-
In the following, for all n e N,we denote by B„ the set defined as 
Bn^{xeX : f^{x,x) < 0, for all j = 1,2, • • • ,m} 
so Bn is the set of fixed points of the multifunction Kn for all n £ N. 
Then we have the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 5.2.2[93] Assume that {H) and (i7„) are satisfied and denote with 
ij and f,- the functions defined on X respectively as ij'{x) = f^{x,x) and f,(a:) = 
fj{x,x). If: 
(i) the sequence {Tn} is uniformly bounded or, for all j = 1, • • •, m, the sequence 
{^2/7} is uniformly bounded, 
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(ii) Limsup„_,oo graph Tn C graph T, 
(iii) the sequence {B„} (with 5„ defined as in (5.2.4) is sequentially subcontinuous; 
(iv) f^  and f,- are convex real valued functions for all n G AT and for all j = 1, • • •, m. 
(v) the sequence {f^}r~-converges (or epiconverges) to f,-, for all j = 1, • • • ,m, 
then, whenever w„ is a solution to the dual problem {DVP)n and the sequence {un} 
converges to u, uis a, solution to the dual problem (DVP). 
Proof. Let u be the limit of a sequence {un} where u„ is a solution to {DVP)n, 
then, for all n e N, there exists a point dn G Gn{un) such that 
{dr„v- Un) > 0, for all veW^ (5.2.5). 
By the definition of (?„ given in (5.2.2), there exists a point x„, such that 
dn = -{fl{Xn,Xn), , / ; ^ ( x „ , X „ ) ) (5.2.6) 
and 
m 
0 e Tnixn) + E w"52/7(a;„, Xn) (5.2.7) 
j= l 
and so, in light of Theorem 5.2.1, Xn is a solution to (VP)n for all n £ N. Since 
Xn G Bn for all n € AT, by assumption (iii) there exists a subsequence {xn^} of {x„} 
converging to a point x. 
Since F"—convergence and continuous convergence agree on the class of real 
valued convex functions on K" [80, Corollary 2.2], the sequence {f^ } converges con-
tinuously to fj for each j = 1, ..m and the sequence {fj* + f^} converge contin-
uously to the function (fi -I- ....+{m)- So the sequence {dn} converges to the point 
d = -{fi{x,x),...,fm{x,x)). 
Moreover, since E]^i Ujd2f^ixn,Xn = 52(E/Li u]f"{xn,Xn)) and the sequence 
m ^ m 
{Eu]f^{Xn)} = {iEu]f^{Xn)} j=l j=l 
continuously converges to the function Yyjl^Ujij{x) = J2'jLiUjfj{x), from [74, The-
orem 3.66], it follows that 
m m 
LimSUPn-^ood2{J2'^'jf^(^ri,Xn)} Q ^Ujd2fj{x,x). 
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Then, since the sequence {T„} or, for all j = 1, ....,m the sequence {^2/]*} are uni-
formly bounded, we have that one of the sequences sets {Tn{xn)} or 92(]C^i "^^f^i^n, Xn))) 
is contained in a bounded set, so by Lemma 5.2.1 it follows that 
m 
0 e Limsupn-,oo{Tn{xn) + J^ "i^2/"(a;„, x„)} 
m 
= LimSUPn-,oo{Tn{Xn) + ^2 X I '^'jfj'i^n, Xn)} 
J = l 
m 
C LimSUPn-,ooTn(Xn) + LimSUPn-^ood^ Yl u]f^{Xn, Xn) 
j=l 
m 
CT{x) + Y.'^jd2fj{x,x) 
So d belongs to G{u). Passing to the limit in (5.2.5), one has 
{d,v-u) > 0, for all u e 3?+, 
and the theorem is proved. 
For generalized variational inequalities the stability has been also obtained [82, 
Theorem 3.3], instead of condition (ii) of Theorem 5.2.2 with alternative conditions: 
(i) the operator Tn is pseudomonotone for all n E N; 
(ii) for any x E X and any x* £ T{x) there exists a sequence {x*} converging to 
X* such that x* G Tn{x) for all n e N. 
This is not possible for the stabihty of the dual problem, as shown by the following 
example. 
E x a m p l e 5 .2 .2 [93 ] Let us consider as primal problem the generahzed quasi-
variational inequality (VP) associated to the following operators: 
T{x) = X 
and 
Kix) = {yeX: fi{x,y) = y - 2x < 0 and /2(x,y) = x-y<0}. 
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The dual problem (DVP) associated to {VP) is: 
Find u eU\ such that there exists d G G{u) 
< 
satisfying (d,f - u) > OV v G 3?+-
where G is the operator defined on 5ft^  as 
G(Ui,U2) = (U2 - 1 i l , 0 ) . 
The solutions (DVP) are all the points (0, u) and (u, u) with u > 0. 
Now let us consider, for all n e N, the perturbed primal problem {VP)n con-
nected with the following pseudomonotone operators: 
Tn{x) = 
X 
[{0,1} 
if x^O, 
if x = 0. 
and 
Kn{x)^K{x). 
For all n e N, the dual of (VF)„ is the following variational inequahty: 
Find Un EU\ such that there exists dn G Gn{vm) 
satisfying (d„, u - Un) > OV v e^\. 
where Gn is the multifunction defined on U\ as 
( t i2-Wl,0) if U 2 - U i ^ { 0 , 1}, 
(0,0) if U2 - wi = 0, 
{(0,0), (1,0) if « 2 - U i = l. 
Note that the alternative conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied and the point (1, 
2) is a solution to each perturbed dual problem {DVP)n but it is not a solution to 
(DVP). So the stability of the dual problem with respect to the considered pertur-
bations is not obtained. 
Remark 5.2.1 [93] In the case of generaUzed variational inequaUties, the sta-
bihty of the dual problem has been investigated in [74] for a particular kind of 
perturbations, that is when T„{x) = T{x) + t„f{x) where T is a multifunction from 
Gn{Ui,U2) = < 
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X to X and £„ -> 0. 
Propos i t i on 5 .2 .1 . Suppose that assupions {H),{Hn) and (i)-(ii)-(iv)-(v) of 
Thereom (5.2.2) are satisfied. If, for all n e N, the point (x„,ti„) satisfies the 
generalized Kuhn-Tucker conditions {KT)i^n, {KT)2,n, {KT)^^n, and the sequence 
{xn,Un} converges to (x,ii), then (x,u) satisfies the generalized Kuhn-Tucker con-
ditions {KT\n,{KT)2,nAKT\n. 
Propos i t i on 5.2.2[93] Assume that: 
(i) the sequence {T„} is uniformly bounded; 
(ii) Limsupn_>oo graph r„ C graph T", 
(iii) the sequence of multifunction K^ converges to K in the sense fo Painleve-
Kuratowski[82], that is, 
Limsupn-^ooKn{xn) Q K{x) C Liminfn-^ooKn{xn) V x„ -4 a;. 
Whenever solution to the problem {VP)n and the sequence {x„} con-
verges to X, then x is a solution to the dual problem (V )^. 
Proposition 5.2.3[93l Let us assume that: 
(i) for all x e X and for all sequence {x„} converging to x we have 
liminf Ji,„(x„) > Ji{x) i = 1, ,N; 
(ii) for all i = 1, , N, y x E X and for all sequences {x_i,„} converging to X-i 
there exists a sequence {xi,„} converging to Xi such that 
limsup Jt,„(xi,„,x_i.„) < Ji{x). 
n—>oo 
Then Limsupn-^oo graph Tn Q graph T. 
Propos i t i on 5.2.4[79] Assume the following conditions: 
(i) for aany j = 1, ,m, any (x,y) E X x X and any {xn.Vn) converging to 
(x, y), one has 
^^^^^^fji^n^yn) > fj(x,y); 
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(ii) for any j = 1, ,m, any {x,y) e X x X such that fj{x,y) < 0 and any 
sequence (x„) converging to x, there exists a sequence y„ converging to y such 
that 
hmsup/"(xn,y„) < fj{x,y); 
n->oo 
(iii) for any x e X there exists y eY such that fj{x, y) < 0 for all j = 1,...., m; 
(iv) for any j — 1, ,m, any n e N and any x e X the function y ->• fj{x,y) is 
strictly quasi-convex [87]; 
then the sequence of set-valued operators {Kn) (defined by (5.2.1)) converges to K 
in the,sense of Painleve-Kuratowski. 
In the following example, it is shown how one can use the stabihty of the gener-
ahzed Kuhn-Tucker conditions to obtain information on the solutions of the primal 
problem in a case in which the stability of the generalized quasi-variational inequal-
ities is not guaranteed. More precisely, let Xn be a solution to the perturbed primal 
problem (VP)„ and assume that (a;„, Un) satisfies conditions {KT)i^n, {KT)2,n, {KT)-i,n-
Whenever the sequence{xn, Un} converges to (x, u) and (x, u) satisfies the conditions 
{KT)i, {KT)2, (KT)3, we have that x is a solution to {VP). 
E x a m p l e 5.2.3[93] Let us consider the generalized quasi-variational inequality 
(VP) associated to the following operators: 
T(x) = 
' -X if X > 0, 
X if X < 0, 
and 
K{x) ^y eX : fi{x,y) = y - 2x < 0 and /2(x,y) = x - y < 0. 
The dual problem (DVP) associated to (VP) is 
Find u £^\ such that there exists d G G(u), 
satisfying {d, v-u) >0, for all v e^l, 
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which G is the operator defined on R\ as 
(u2 - ui, 0 ) (u i - ii2,0) if U2-U1 < 0, 
0 if othewise. 
G{Ui,U2) = 
The solution of (DVP) are all the points (u, u) with u > 0, the unique solution of 
(VP) is 0 and {0,u,u) with u > 0 are the points which satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions {KT)i,{KT)2,{KT)^. 
Now let us consider, for all n e N, the perturbed primal problem (VP)„ cn-
nected with the following operators: 
if X > 0 and x ^1, 
Tn{x) = < 
-X 
{—x,n} if X = 1, 
if X < 0, X 
and Kn{x) = K(x). The dual (VP)„ is the variational inequality on 3? ,^ character-
ized by the following set-valued operator: noindent 
(li2 - U l , 0 ) ( ' U i - U 2 , 0 ) if U2 - Wi < 0, 
Gniui,U2) = < (1,0) 
0 
if U2 — Ui = n, 
if othewise. 
The solutions of (DVP)n are the points {u,u) with u > 0 and (0,n), so the 
solution of {VP)n are the points 0 and 1, while {0,u,u) with u > 0 and (1,0,n) 
are the points which satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (KT)i^n, {KT)2,n, (•^^)3,n-
Since the sequence of operators {T„} is not uniformly bounded, one cannot say a 
priori anything about the stability of the primal problem with respect to the con-
sidered perturbations. In fact, the primal problem is not stable since 1 is a solution 
to {VP)n for aW n e N but 1 is not a solution to {VP). However assumptions of 
Theorem (5.2.2) hold and therefore the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are stable. So, since 
0 is a solution to {VP)n and (0,u,u) converges for all u > 0, we can conclude that 
0 is a solution to (VP). 
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5.3. SELF-ADAPTIVE METHODS 
Let H he & real Hilbert space, whose inner product and norm are denoted by 
(.,.), respectively. Let /if be a closed convex set in H and T : H ^ H hea nonlibear 
operator. Let (p{.,.) : H x H ^ 5ft U {+00} be a continuous bifunction. we consider 
the problem of finding u^ H such that 
{Tu,v - u) + (p(v,u) - ^{u,u) >Q,\/veH, (5.3.1) 
Problem(5.3.1) is called the mixed quasi-variationl inequality. It has been shown 
that a large class of obstacle, unilateral, contact, free, moving, and equiUbrium prob-
lems arising in regional, physical, mathematical, engineering and apphed sciences 
can be studied in the unified and general framework of the mixed quasi-variational 
inequalities(5.3.1) If the bifunction (/?(.,.) is a proper, convex and lower semicontin-
uous function with respect to the first argument, then problem (5.3.1) is equivalent 
to finding u^ H such that 
0GTu + a(y9(w,u) (5.3.2) 
which is known as finding the zero of the sum of monotone operators. For (/?(t;, u) = 
ip{v)yu e H. problem (5.3.1) reduces to finding uE H such that 
{Tu, v-u) + ip{v) - (p{u) > 0, \/veH (5.3.3) 
which is called the mixed variational inequality or variational inequality of the second 
kind, see [14,52,73-74,96,107,125]. If < (^.,.) = (p{.) is an indicator function of a closed 
convex set K in H, then problem (5.3.1) is equivalent to finding u E K such that 
{Tu,v-u)>0,yveK (5.3.4) 
which is known as the classicl variational inequality introduced and studied by Stam-
pacchia [140] in 1964. For the state-of-the-art in this theory, see references therein, 
we also need the following well-known results and concepts. 
Definit ion 5.3.1 [123] W,v e H, the operator T : H ^ H is said to be 
pseudomonotone, if 
(Tu, V — u) >0 implies {Tv, v — u) >0. 
It is well known [54] that monotonicity impUes pseudomonotonicity, but the con-
verse is not true. This shows that pseudomonotonicity is a weaker condition that 
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monotonicity. 
Definit ion 5.3.2[123] The bifunction (/?(.,.) is said to be skew-symmetric, if 
ip{u, u) — (p{u, v) — ip{v, u) + ip{v, v) > 0, Vu, V € H. (5.3.5) 
Clearly, if the bifunction (/?(.,.) is linear in both arguments, then 
fp{u, u) — (p{u, v) — ip{v, u) + ip{v, v) = (p{u — v,u — v)>0, Vtt, V E H 
which shows that the bifunction </?(.,.) is nonnegative. 
R e m a r k 5.3.1 [123] It is well known that the subdifferential 9<^(.,.) of a convex, 
proper and lower-semicontinuous function (p{.,.) : H x H -^ 3fJu{+oo} is a maximal 
monotone with respect to the first argimient, we can define its resolvent by 
J^iu)^{I + pd(pi.,u))-' (5.3.6) 
where d(p{u) = d(p{.,u), unless otherwise specified. The resolvent operator J^ (u) 
defined by (5.3.6) has the foUwoing characterization. 
Lemma 5.3.1 [118] For a given u E H,z E H satisfies the inequality 
(u — z,v — u) + pip{v,u) — (p{u,u) >0,y,v E H, (5.3.7) 
if and only if 
where J (^u) resolvent operator defined by (5.3.6) 
It follows from Lemma (5.3.1) that 
{J,p{u)[z] - Z,V- J^^u)[z]) + pip{v,J^(u)[z]) - <f{J<p(u)[z], J^{u)[z]) > 0 , V « , U , 2 € H. 
(5.3.8) 
The following result can be proved by using Lemma 5.3.1. 
L e m m a 5.3.2[123] u* is a solution of problem (5.3.1) if and only ii u* E H 
satisfied the relation 
u* = J^(u.) [u* - pT{u*)]. (5.3.9) 
where p> 0 From Lemma 5.3.2, it is clear that u is a solution of (5.3.1) if only if u 
is a zero point of the function 
r{u, p):=u~ J^(u)[u - pT{u)]. 
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In [15], Noor used the fixed-point formulation(5.3.4) and the resolvent equations to 
suggest and analyze the following algorithm for solving problem(5.3.1) 
Algorithm 5.3.1[123] 
Step 0. Given e > 0,7 6 [1,2),/x e (0,1),p>0,6o,5 e (0,1) and u° G H, set n = 0. 
Step 1. Set pn = p- If lk(w",p)|| < e, then stop; otherwise,find the smallest nonneg-
ative integer m„, such that p„ = pp!^ satisfying 
Un)V^n pn 
Step 2. Compute 
d{Un, pn) = r{Un, Pn) " PnT{Un) + pnT(J^(ur,)[Un - pnT{Un)], 
^^^_{l-S)\\r{Un,Pn)r 
\\d{Un,Pn)\\^ 
Step 3. Get the next iterate 
Un+l =Un- and{Un,Pn)-
Step 4. If 
pn{T{un) - r(J'^(„„)[u„ - p„Tu„]),r(u„,p„)) < (5o||r(u„,p„)||^ 
then set p = ^, else set p = />„. Set n := n + 1, and go to Step 1. If ip{v,u) = 
(p{v),yu G H, and ip is an indicator function of a closed convex set K in i/, then 
J^ = PK, the projection of if onto K and consequently Algorithm (5.3.1) collapses to 
Algorithm 5.3.2[123] 
Step 0. Given e > 0,7 G [l, 2), /i G (0,1), p > 0,60,5 G (0,1) and u° G if, set n = 0. 
Step 1. Set Pn = p. If ||r'(u",p)|| < e, then stop; otherwise,find the smallest nonneg-
ative integer m„, such that p„ = pp/^ satisfying 
•nA\'. Pn{T{Un) - T{PK[Un - pnTUn\),r{Un, Pn)) < <J||r(ttn, P, 
Step 2. Compute 
dilln, Pn) = r{Un, Pn) - PnT{Un) + PnT{PK[Un " P„T(w„)]) , 
(l-5)||rK,p„)||2 
Qln 
\\diUn,Pn)\? 
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Step 3. Get the next iterate 
Un+l =Un- and{Un, Pn)-
Step 4. If 
Pn{T{Un) - T{PK[Un " PnT{Un)\)A'^n. Pn)) < 5Q\\r{Un, Pn)\? • 
then set p — ^, else set p = p„. Set n -.— n + l, and go to Step 1. 
Remark 5.3.2[123] Algorithm (5.3.1) is obtained by using self-adaptive tech-
nique to adjust parameter p at each iteration in the original algorithm in [24]. 
Throughout this chapter,we make the following assumption: 
(i) H is a, finite dimention space. 
(ii) T is continuous pseudomonotone operator on H. 
(iii) The bifunction ip{.,.) is skew-symmetric. 
(iv) The solution set problem (5.3.1) denoted by S* is nonempity. 
L e m m a 5.3.3[123] For all u e i / and p' > p > 0, it holds that 
\\r{u,p)\\>\\riu,p)\\ (5.3.10) 
and 
I l W ) ! < Mu,p)\\ 
p p 
Lemma 5.3.4[123] \/u eH,u* e S* and p > 0 we have 
{u - u*,d{u, p)) > <j){u, p) (5.3.12) 
where 
d{u, p) := r(u, p) - pT{u) -h pT{J^iu)[u - pT{u)]) (5.3.13) 
and 
(t>{u,p) := | | r(w,p)f-p(r(u,p,r(w)-T(J^(,)[w-pr(u)])). (5.3.14) 
L e m m a 5.3.5[123] if u is not a solution of problem (5.3.1), then there exist 
(J € (0,1) and e' > 0 such that for all p e (0, e'j, 
p\\T{u) - T(J^(„)[« - pT{u)])\\ < 5\\T{U,P)\\. (5.3.15) 
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Proof. Suppose that (5.3.15) is not true, i.e., 
p\\T{u) - T{J^^4u - pT{u)])\\ > 6\\r(u, p)\\ Vp > 0. 
Since T is continuous and T(J^(„)[u - pT{u)])\\ -^ T(u) as p ->• 0. Let p -> 0 
and taking the Umit in the above inequaUty, we have 
0>Um^M!^>i|W«,l)ll, 
where the second inequality follows from (5.3.11). Then \\r{u, 1)|| = 0, which con-
tradicts the assumption of the lemma. Prom Lemma 5.3.4 and 5.3.5 we have 
(n - u*,d{u,p)) > 4>{u,p) > (1 - 6)\\riu,p)f. (5.3.16) 
This fact has motivated us to construct the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 5.3.3[123] 
Step 0. Given e > 0,7 € [1,2),p, G (0,1),p>Q,5o,6 e (0,1) and u° G H, set A; = 0. 
Step 1. Set pk = p. If ||r(u'',p)|| < e, then stop; otherwise,find the smallest nonneg-
ative integer mjt, such that pk = p/x"** satisfying 
\\pk{T{u'')-T{uj''))\<5\\r{u'',pk)\\ (5.3.17) 
where 
Step 2. Compute d{u'',pk) and (j){u'',pk) from (5.3.13) and (5.3.14), respectively, 
and the stepsize 
Step 3. Get the next iterate 
u'=+l=u'=-7afcd(u^pfe). 
Step 4. If 
\\pk{Tiu')-T{u'))\\<So\\r{u',pk)\\, 
then set p = ^ , else set p = pk- Set k := k + 1, and go to Step 1. 
If ip{v,u) — (p{v),\fu E H, and (p is an indicator fimction of a closed convex set K 
in H, then J^ = PK, the projection of H onto K and Algorithm (5.3.3) becomes 
Algorithm (5.3.4) solving the variational inequalities (5.3.4). 
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Algor i thm 5.3.4[123] 
Step 0. Given e > 0,7 e [1,2),At e (0,1),p > 0,So e (0,1),(J e (0,1) and vP G H, 
set A; = 0. 
Step 1. Set pk = p- If l|r(u'=,p)|| < e, then stop; otherwise,find the smallest nonneg-
ative integer ruk, such that pk = pp^'' satisfying 
\\Pk{T{u'')-T{u'))\<6\\r{u\pk)l 
where 
Step 2. Compute 
d{u\pk) := r{u\pk) - PkUv!') + PkUPKlv!' - PfcT(u'=)]) 
</»(tx^ pfe) := ||r(u^Pfc)|P - pMu'.Pkinv!') - T{PK\U'' - PkT{u^)\)). 
and the stepsize, 
0(w\Pfe) 
Oik ~ \\d{u\pkW 
Step 3. Get the next iterate 
u'^ +i =w'=-7afed(w^pfe). 
Step 4. If 
||p,(r(u'=)-r(a;'=))||<(Jo|Ku',Pfc)||, 
then set p = ^ , else set p = p^. Set fc := fc + 1, and go to Step 1. 
T h e o r e m 5.3.1 [123] Let u* e H he o. solution of problem (5.3.1) and let 
{u'=+^ } be the sequence obtained from the algorithm. Then {u*} is bounded and 
\\u'^' - u*f < \\v!^ - u'f - ^7(2 - l)\\riu',pk)r. (5.3.19) 
Proof. Let u* G i / be a solution of problem (5.3.1), then 
\\u'-''-u*\\ = \\u'-u*-'rakd{u',pk)f 
= \\u' - u*f - 2^ak{u' ~ u\d{u'',pk))+7WM^\Pk)\? 
< Wu'' ~ u*f - 27afe<^ (^ t^  pk) + l'^ak(t>{u\ pk) 
< Wv!^ - u*f - 7(2 - 7)(1 - 5)ak\\r{u\ pk)\\\ (5.3.20) 
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where the first inequaUty follows from (5.3.16) and (5.3.18) and the second inequality 
follows from (5.3.16). Since 7 G [1,2) and 6 e (0,1) we have 
Wu"^' -u*\\< Wu' -u*\\< Wu''-' -u*\\< < \\vP - u*||. 
Prom The above inequaUty, it is easy to verify that the sequence {u''} is bounded. 
Prom Lemma 5.3.5 and (5.3.13), we have 
</.(u,.p) = \\r{u,p)f - p{r{u,p),T{u) - T{J^W^ - pT{u)\)) > \\\r{u,p)f 
-p{r{u,p),T{u) - T{Uu)[u - pT{u)])) + \\\p)T{u) - pTiJ^{u){u - pT{u)])f 
= \\\d{u,p)r. 
Then, we obtain 
^_^(iApfcL 1 
"'= \\d{u\p,W 2-
Combining (5.3.20) and the above inequaUty, we can get the assertion of this theo-
rem. 
Now we are ready to prove convergence of the proposed method. 
T h e o r e m 5.3.2[123] The sequence {tx''} generated by the roposed method 
converges to a solution point of problem (5.3.1). 
Proof. It follows from (5.3.19) 
00 
k 
which means that 
and it follows from Lemma 5.3.3 that 
l^im ||r(u^pfc)||=0 (5.3.21) 
mm{l,pk}\\riu\l)\\ < ||r(^.^pfc)||. (5.3.22) 
Combining (5.3.21) and (5.3.22), we get 
\im^Pk\\r{u\l\\=0. (5.3.23) 
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We have two possible cases. Firstly, suppose that 
lim suppfe > 0. 
fc—foo 
It follows from (5.3.23) that 
lim inf||r(w\ 1)11=0. 
k-¥oo 
Since {u''} is bounded, it has a cluter point u such that ||r(u, 1)|| = 0, which implies 
u is a solution of problem (5.3.1) Now, we consider the second possible case 
lim pfe = 0. 
By the choice of pk we know that (5.3.17) was not satisfied for m^ — 1. Then for k 
large enough such that pk < p., we obtain 
\\T{u') - T{J^^^.)[u' - (^)r(u'=)])|| > ^ ; ' ; ^ ^ " > 5\\r{u\ 1)||, 
P' Pk 
where the second inequality follows from (5.3.11). 
Let u be a cluster point of {v!'} and the subsequence {u'^^} converges to u. Then, 
we have 
r(u,l) = hm |r(u*^l) < hm ^—'- <^ = 0, 
jf->oo j-¥oo 0 
which means that u is a solution of problem (5.3.1). In the following, we prove that 
the sequence {u''} has exactly one cluster point. Assume that ii is another cluster 
point and satisfies 
5:=\\u-u\\ >0 . 
Since ii is a cluster point of the sequence {u''}, there is a A;o > 0 such that 
2" 
On the other hand,since Ue S* and from (5.3.19). 
\u''°-u\\ <-. 
W k uW < Wu'^ - u\ 
for all k > ko, it follows that 
||n'= - u|| > ||u - u\\ - Wu'' - u|| > ^V fc > ko. 
This contradicts the assumtion, thus the sequence {u^^ converges to tZ e 5"*. 
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